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FORUM ON PROTECTING OLDER AMERICANS
UNDER GUARDIANSHIP: WHO IS WATCHING
THE GUARDIAN?

THURSDAY, JULY 22, 2004

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:04 p.m., in room

SD-628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Larry E. Craig pre-
siding.

Present: Senator Craig.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LARRY E. CRAIG,
CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. Well, ladies and gentlemen, why do we not get
started here? Good afternoon and welcome to the Senate Special
Committee on Aging Forum on Guardianship Issues. The room will
probably fill up with a few more folks. We are in the last day be-
fore the recess by all indications of our leadership at this moment,
and that, in part, will impact attendance.

But please view this as a full room, because the record we build
here today and your participation in building that record is going
to be extremely important, because what we have brought together
are a group of expert panelists, and I must tell you that I am
pleased that among our distinguished experts are some familiar
faces to the Aging Committee: Barbara, Barbara Bovbjerg, from the
Government Accounting Office, who has agreed to moderate the
forum this afternoon is here along with others, and she will intro-
duce our panelists, and Barbara, we thank you for doing so.

Today's forum will focus on the monitoring and accountability of
court-appointed guardians responsible for the care and financial
management of this country's most vulnerable elderly. Hundreds of
thousands of older Americans live under guardianship in the
United States. Those numbers will dramatically increase as our
aging population continues to grow at a prolific and unprecedented
rate.

In February 2003, the Aging Committee held a hearing exploring
the misuse of guardianships imposed over the elderly. Over the
course of the hearing, I heard several horror stories of elderly
Americans put into abusive guardianship situations. At that time,
I called the Government Accounting Office to conduct a study on
how Federal funds are managed by court-appointed guardians.

(1)
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The GAO has since compiled significant information on guardian-
ship programs nationwide with special focus on three key States.
They found that while all States have laws requiring courts to
oversee guardianships, the implementation of those laws are varied
and sporadic. In fact, most courts surveyed by the GAO did not
even track the number of active guardianships or the number of el-
derly under guardianships.

Another finding is the lack of collaboration between State courts
and Federal agencies. While both are responsible for assisting some
of the same older adults, they communicate little. There is no sys-
tem in place for Federal agencies and courts to notify each other
in situations where financial exploitation is detected. The failure to
coordinate between agencies can leave this Nation's most vulner-
able senior citizens without any protection at a time when they
need it most.

In light of these concerns, it is my desire that the panel today
examine three key issues: first, a review of State laws that provide
for oversight in guardianship; second, identification of State courts
that have exemplary training and monitoring practices, and third,
how State courts and Federal representative payee programs serv-
ing the same individuals can better coordinate their oversight ef-
forts.

I will now turn the proceedings over to Barbara. Barbara is the
acting director of education, workforce and income security issues
at the U.S. Government Accounting Office and is the author of a
recent reporting examining the collaboration needed to protect in-
capacitated elderly people. Her background and expertise are im-
pressive, as is that of each of our panelists.

Once again, I want to thank all of you for being with us this
afternoon as we face the important issue of the most vulnerable
amongst us, and I look forward to today's discussion and the record
that you are about to build.

So, Barbara, I will turn this forum over to you and to the panel-
ists who have gathered with you. Thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF BARBARA BOVBJERG, DIRECTOR, EDUCA

TION, WORKFORCE, AND INCOME SECURITY ISSUES, U.S.
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE
Ms. BOVBJERG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I did have remarks that I wanted to make at the beginning, and

then I thought I would introduce each of our panelists; I thought
what I would do today as facilitator I know that they too have re-
marks that they would like to make. I will have a few general
questions for them, and, because this is a forum and a little dif-
ferent from a hearing; we will invite the audience. I will invite the
audience to ask questions after we have been through a couple of
general ones.

I am really pleased to be here to discuss guardianships for the
elderly, and I really appreciate the Senate Committee on Aging's
request for this kind of work and support of our report by holding
this forum. As people age, they become incapable of caring for
themselves in some cases, and although family members can often
provide assistance, sometimes, a State court will need to appoint
a guardian to act on the incapacitated person's behalf.
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There have been instances, however, in which guardians have
taken advantage of the elderly people they were supposed to pro-
tect. Such cases of abuse and neglect are the very things that
prompted questions about the oversight of these programs. Indeed,
that is why GAO did this work. Chairman Craig and the Senate
Special Committee on Aging asked us to study guardianships for
the elderly, and the results of our work are being released in a re-
port today.

It covers the three areas that Senator Craig mentioned as our
focus today: what State courts do to ensure that guardians fulfill
their responsibilities; what exemplary guardianship programs look
like; and how State courts and Federal agencies work together to
protect incapacitated elderly people.

To do this work, we reviewed guardianship statutes nationwide
and conducted surveys of courts in the three States with the larg-
est populations of elderly: California, New York and Florida. We
also visited courts in eight States, and we interviewed Federal offi-
cials responsible for representative payee programs.

First, let me talk about State courts and guardians. All 50 States
and the District of Columbia have laws requiring courts to oversee
guardianships, and at a minimum, most State laws require guard-
ians to submit a periodic report to the court, usually at least once
annually, although not always, regarding the well being of the in-
capacitated person. Many State statutes also authorize measures
that courts can use to enforce guardianship responsibilities. How-
ever, court procedures for implementing guardianship laws appear
to vary considerably. For example, most California and Florida
courts responding to our survey require guardians to submit time
and expense records to support petitions for compensation, but both
States also have courts that do not require these reports.

We also found that States are generally reluctant to recognize
guardianships originating in other States. Few have adopted proce-
dures for accepting transfer of guardianship from another State or
recognizing some or all- of the powers of a guardian appointed in
another State. This complicates life for an elderly person needing
to move from one State to another or when their guardian needs
to transact business on their behalf in another State, for example,
a property transfer.

In addition, data on guardianships are scarce. Most courts we
surveyed did not even track the number of active guardianships, let
alone maintain data on abuse by guardians. Although this basic in-
formation is needed for effective oversight, no more than a third of
the responding courts did this sort of tracking, and only a few could
provide the number of guardianships for elderly people, the sub-
population of the larger group of guardianships.

Let me now turn briefly to what we call the exemplary programs.
We sought particular courts that people in the guardianship com-
munity considered especially effective. Each of the four courts so
identified distinguished themselves by going well beyond minimum
State requirements for guardianship training and oversight. For
example, the court we visited in Florida provides comprehensive
reference materials for guardians to supplement their training.

On the oversight side, the court in New Hampshire recruits vol-
unteers, primarily retired senior citizens, to visit incapacitated peo-
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ple, their guardians and care providers at least annually and to
submit a report of their findings to court officials. Exemplary
courts in Florida and California also have permanent staff that in-
vestigate allegations of fraud, abuse and exploitation. The policies
and practices associated with these courts may serve as models for
those seeking to assure that guardianship programs serve the el-
derly well.

Finally, I would like to turn to the role of the Federal Govern-
ment in guardianship. Federal agencies administering benefit pro-
grams appoint representative payees to manage the benefits of in-
capacitated individuals. The Federal Government does not regulate
or provide any direct support for guardianships, but State courts
may decide that the appointment of a guardian is not necessary if
they know that a representative payee has already been assigned.

In our interviews of Federal and court officials, we found that al-
though courts and Federal agencies are responsible for protecting
many of the same incapacitated elderly people, they generally work
together only sporadically, on a case-by-case basis. Courts and Fed-
eral agencies do not notify other courts or agencies when they iden-
tify someone who is incapacitated, nor do they notify them if they
discover that a guardian or a representative payee is abusing a
person. This lack of coordination may leave incapacitated people
without the protection of responsible guardians and representative
payees or, worse, with an identified abuser, in fact, in charge of
their benefit payments.

To conclude, the number of elderly Americans is expected to grow
dramatically in the future. The need for guardianship arrange-
ments seems surely to rise in response, and ensuring that such ar-
rangements are safe and effective will become increasingly impor-
tant. Emulating exemplary programs such as the four we examined
would surely help,. but we believe more can also be done to better
coordinate across States, Federal agencies and courts. That is why
we recommend establishing an interagency study group, including
representatives from State courts and all the Federal programs
with representative payees to consider how better to share informa-
tion among these entities.

We also concluded that guardianship arrangements would benefit
from the collection and analysis of consistent national data on
numbers and types of arrangements and the incidence of problems.
Thus, we have recommended that the Department of Health and
Human Services work with national guardianship organizations
and States to develop cost-effective approaches to compiling such
information. With these measures, guardianship programs could
better serve incapacitated individuals and would be better prepared
for the growth in demand that we anticipate in the future.

This concludes my remarks. I am really looking forward to hear-
ing what our other panelists have to say. They are people whom
I know have contributed in various ways to the debate in guardian-
ship, and I would like to take the opportunity to introduce them
now. I want to say that the panelists sitting around me all have
considerable expertise in a number of fields. Their expertise is not
limited to guardianship, but when I talk about their qualifications,
I am going to limit myself to that piece, so I want you to know that
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they are even more accomplished than what you will hear about
today.

We will start with Frank Johns, sitting to my left. Frank Johns
is an attorney. He is a partner in the firm of Booth, Harrington
and Johns in North Carolina, and he concentrates on elder law. He
is a fellow and past president of the National Academy of Elder
Law Attorneys and a charter board member and president-elect of
the National Guardianship Association, an association that we con-
sulted in the course of our work.

Nancy Coleman is here as the director of the American Bar Asso-
ciation Commission on Law and Aging. She was appointed to the
National Legislative Council of the AARP in 2002. Notably to our
topic today, in 1995-96, she also served as chair of the Federal Ad-
visory Committee for the Social Security Administration to Review
the Representative Payee Program. I am looking forward to some
of her reactions to some of the things we have said about that pro-
gram. She has also served on the board of directors of several na-
tional aging organizations.

Deborah Armstrong has come to join us from New Mexico. She
is an attorney, and she is also currently the deputy secretary of the
New Mexico Aging and Long-Term Care Department, formerly the
State Agency on Aging, and prior to becoming deputy secretary was
director of the Elder Rights and Health Advocacy division.

I am looking forward to hearing all of your comments. I hope Mr.
Aldridge will be joining us shortly; perhaps we could start with
you, Mr. Johns.

[The prepared statement of Barbara Bovberg follows:]
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Oral Remarks of Barbara D. Bovbjerg
Director, Education, Workforce, and Income Security Issues

U.S. Government Accountability Office

July 22, 2004

I'm pleased to be here today to discuss guardianships for the elderly. As people age, some
become incapable of caring for themselves. Although family members often can provide
assistance, sometimes a state court will need to appoint a guardian to act on the
incapacitated person's behalf. There have been instances, however, when some guardians
have taken advantage of the elderly people they were supposed to protect. Such cases of
abuse and neglect have prompted questions about the oversight of these programs.

Indeed, Chairman Craig and the Senate Special Committee on Aging asked GAO to study
guardianships for the elderly. The results of our work appear in the report being released
today.' The report covers 3 areas: first, what state courts do to ensure that guardians
fulfill their responsibilities; second, what exemplary guardianship programs look like;
and third, how state courts and federal agencies work together to protect incapacitated
elderly people. To do this work, we reviewed guardianship statutes nationwide and
conducted surveys of courts in the 3 states with the largest elderly populations:
California, New York and Florida. We also visited courts in 8 states and we interviewed
federal officials responsible for representative payee programs.

First, state courts and guardians. All 50 states and the District of Columbia have laws
requiring courts to oversee guardianships. At a minimum, most states' laws require
guardians to submit a periodic report to the court, usually at least once annually,
regarding the well being of the incapacitated person. Many states' statutes also authorize
measures that courts can use to enforce guardianship responsibilities. However, court
procedures for implementing guardianship laws appear to vary considerably. For
example, most California and Florida courts responding to our survey require guardians
to submit time and expense records to support petitions for compensation, but both states
also have courts that do not require these reports.

We also found that states are generally reluctant to recognize guardianships originating in
other states. Few have adopted procedures for accepting transfer of guardianship from
another state or recognizing some or all of the powers of a guardian appointed in another
state. This complicates life for an elderly person needing to move from one state to
another or when their guardian needs to transact business on their behalf in another state.

In addition, data on guardianship are scarce. Most courts we surveyed did not track the
number of active guardianships, let alone maintain data on abuse by guardians. Although
this basic information is needed for effective oversight, no more than one-third of the

' U.S. General Accounting Office, Guardianships: Collaboration Needed to Protect
Incapacitated ElderlyPeople, GAO-04-655 (Washington, D.C.: July 2004).
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responding courts tracked the number of active guardianships and only a few could

provide the number of these for elderly individuals.

Let me now turn briefly to what we call the "exemplary" programs. We sought particular

courts that those in the guardianship community considered especially effective. Each of

the four courts so identified distinguished themselves by going well beyond minimum

state requirements for guardianship training and oversight. For example, the court we

visited in Florida provides comprehensive reference materials for guardians to

supplement training. With regard to active oversight, the court in New Hampshire recruits

volunteers, primarily retired senior citizens, to visit incapacitated people, their guardians,

and care providers at least annually, and submit a report of their findings to court

officials. Exemplary courts in Florida and California also have permanent staff to

investigate allocations of fraud, abuse, or exploitation. The policies and practices

associated with these courts may serve as models for those seeking to assure that

guardianship programs serve the elderly well.

Finally, I'd like to turn to the role of the federal government in guardianship. Federal

agencies administering benefit programs appoint representative payees to manage the

benefits of incapacitated individuals. The federal government does not regulate or

provide any direct support for guardianships; but state courts may decide that the

appointment of a guardian is not necessary if a rep payee has already been, assigned. In

our interviews of federal and court officials, we found that although courts and federal

agencies are responsible for protecting many of the same incapacitated elderly people,

they-generally work together only on a case-by-case basis. Courts and federal agencies

don't notify other courts or agencies when they identify someone who is incapacitated,

nor do they notify them if they discover that a guardian or a rep payee is abusing the

person. This lack of coordination may leave incapacitated people without the protection

of responsible guardians and rep payees or, worse, with an identified abuser in charge of

their benefit payments.

In conclusion, the number of elderly Americans is expected to grow dramatically in the

future. The need for guardianship arrangements seems likely to rise in response, and

ensuring that such arrangements are safe and effective will become increasingly

important. Emulating exemplary programs such as the four we examined would surely

help, but we believe more can also be done to better coordinate across states, federal

agencies, and courts. That is why we recommend establishing an interagency study group

including representatives from state courts and all federal programs with rep payees to

consider how better to share information among these entities. We also concluded that

guardianship arrangements would benefit from the collection and analysis of consistent

national data on numbers and types of arrangements and incidence of problems. Thus we

have recommended that the Department of Health and Human Services work with

national guardianship organizations to develop cost-effective approaches to compiling

such information. With these measures, guardianship programs could better serve

incapacitated individuals, and will be better prepared for the growth in demand expected

in the future.
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STATEMENT OF FRANK JOHNS, ATTORNEY AT LAW, BOOTH,
HARRINGTON & JOHNS, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ELDER
ATTORNEYS, GREENSBORO, NC
Mr. JOHNs. Thank you. To participate in a forum such as this is

an honor in and of itself.
While Barbara described our credentials, there are as many

other experts with whom we always collaborate who make it pos-
sible to share the kind of depth and anecdotal information about
guardianship that is brought forward in a forum like this one. I
also want to thank Chairman Craig, who, in his wisdom and fore-
sight did something more than I thought would be done after the
hearings that were conducted in February 2003.

In academic writings that I have published over the years, one
thing I have mentioned is that between 1960 and the middle
1990's, there were no less than 30 major studies done with rec-
ommendations that carried very little weight. There were numer-
ous hearings that had been held that ended with nothing going fur-
ther than the transcript of the hearings themselves.

With some degree of tenacity and a conviction that supports his
interest in this area, Senator Craig, on behalf of this Committee,
sought out and received the involvement of the GAO, and for a
year now, a study has been ongoing, the likes of which is, quite
frankly, somewhat of a landmark in this field. The potential of this
study is that it will target ways by which coalitions of funding
sources and agency authority will join with groups like the Na-
tional Guardianship Network to truly deliver some of the required
needs that we see coming in the future.

On that premise, then, my remarks both oral and in writing that
are shared with you are requested to be made part of the tran-
script, and I further request authorization to extend those remarks
where appropriate when given the opportunity after the hearing is
over.

In terms of a target, I was not sure exactly what would be pro-
duced in the study at the time I did my writing, although I did
have the benefit of being interviewed by representatives of the
GAO who shared with me how they went about the process of their
investigation, what States they targeted and where they focused
their inquiry. With that benefit, I primarily focused my writing on
what is written in the GAO study.

Basically, it is what we do not know that is going to hurt the
people we serve. What we do not know is developed in two primary
areas: what we do not know about those who are guardians serving
wards and incapacitated elders; and what we do not know about
the statistics in each and every State and in the Federal agencies
that are involved with guardianship in terms of the numbers of al-
leged incompetent adults, the numbers of incapacitated adults,
merged with the problem that there are incapacitated minors who
are also part of the mix in terms of the guardianship analysis.

What we do not know is honestly what will hurt us in the years
to come. Actually, the truth of the matter is, what we don't know
is hurting the people we serve now as we conduct this forum. The
terribly difficult stories, like the Orshansky case that was pre-
sented in February 2003, is representative of hundreds of anecdotal
commentaries and written investigations like the one published in
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the Detroit Free Press in 2000 and the one that-was published by
the Washington Post.

There are many other investigations going on where, in a specific
case or a few cases, guardians are found to have committed literal
criminal acts of stealing from the estates of wards and even going
so far as to commit criminal acts of abuse and physically harming
or neglecting the very persons they are charged to protect. Couple
that with the fact that our public agencies are going to be saddled
with a significant number of vulnerable adults who have no net-
work in the years to come and to whom they can only look or the
agencies they can only look to are the Department of Social Serv-
ices or Mental Health or the agency that the State Government
will decide is the literal dumping ground of our impoverished, vul-
nerable elders who need a protection much better than that.

But the problem is we do not have a clue on what the numbers
are. The report will share with you that they find the numbers are
increasing, and there is some data to reflect that, for example in
the largest county in North Carolina, Mecklenburg County, where
Charlotte, North Carolina is, the judge of guardianships there,
Martha Kern, will share with you that in the last 3 years alone,
their docket numbers have mushroomed to three and four times
what they were for guardianships. She knows nothing more than
that fact, and that fact was garnered by an assistant clerk going
through the stacks and counting files, because there is no data
being collected, no systemwide process by which the numbers of
guardianships are being examined, much less what is happening in
the guardianships themselves.

So, if you will, Barbara, my focus is on the fact that we do not
have good data, and it is just critical that we find a source by
which funds could be made available where we integrate a task
force that is not just driven from a Federal perspective, but it in-
volves each and every State with a commitment to design a model
by which data can be collected in these States, so that on that foun-
dation, we can give better discourse on what is to come and the
kind of dollars we are going to need to serve them.

The other piece of that is this: the laws are written for moni-
toring and accountability of guardians. The truth of the fact, as I
write in my remarks, is truly a matter of virtual reality. What you
see on the book, you think is real, but when you go out to find it,
you find it is not real at all. There is literally little if any moni-
toring and accountability, especially for guardianship of the person.
We are pretty good at making people account for the money. What
concerns many of us is the quality of the life of all of our people,
whether they are poor or not, needs to be accounted for in deliv-
ering that which is needed to protect their interests.

With that, I will close, and I will be glad to help in answering
any questions. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Johns follows:]
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GUARDIANSHIP ISSUES RELATING TO STATE LAWS ON OVERSIGHT; COURT
TRAINING AND MONITORING; AND LACK OF STATE AND FEDERAL

COLLABORATION
By

A. Frank Johns, JD, CELA*, R-G'

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, and Ms. Bovbjerg, and representatives of
the General Accountability Office, thank you for the opportunity to participate in this forum on
guardianship issues relating to state laws on oversight; court training and monitoring; and lack of
state and federal collaboration.

It was with foresight and committed interest that this committee through its chair, Senator
Larry Craig, requested a study of guardianship2 by the Government Accountability Office. I am
pleased to be among those invited to the committee's guardianship forum at which the GAO
Report is being presented. I am certain that many of the points raised in my remarks are
thoroughly examined and assessed by the GAO. As the representative of the National Academy
of Elder Law Attorneys and as a member of the National Guardianship Network, I am pleased. to

extend the full support of these organizations in assisting in the implementation of the GAO's
recommendations.

My remarks and opinions are forged from more than 25 years of legal advocacy and trial
practice in guardianship, and from more than 15 years of academic writing and research. My
participation is due in large measure to my membership in and extensive work with the National
Academy of Elder Law Attorneys, in which I am a Fellow and past president, and one of the
academy's representatives in the National Guardianship Network. It is also due to my longtime
association with the National Guardianship Association, of which I was a founding Board
member. Portions of this testimony were previously published in written remarks of the author
submitted to this committee in 1992 and 2003.

' IJD., Florida State University College of Law; CELA, certified as an elder law attorney by the National Elder

Law Foundation; partner in the finn of Booth Harrington & Johns, L.L.P., Greensboro and Charlotte, North

Carolina, concentrating in Elder Law; Fellow and past president of the National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys;

charter board and president-elect National Guardianship Association; past Charter Chair, Elder Law Section of the

North Carolina Bar Association; Fellow in the American College of Trust and Estate Counsel (ACTEC)-

' Like many other notes, comnments and articles, the words 'guardian' and "guardianship' in this written testimony

include the broad spectrum of words and language used across the country to describe surrogate decision-making for

another person through court appointment that transfers the power over an individual's rights, liberties, placement and

finances to another person or entity. These words and language include, but are not limited to, conservatorship,

interdiction, committee, curator, fiduciary. visitor, public trustec and next friend.

CONtIACT: A. Fank Jothn ataF,,n ta, an,, asaworctbwcon
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I. WINGSPAN AND THE RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO TRAINING,
OVERSIGHT AND MONITORING AND COLLABORATION

In July of 1988, Wingspread - the First National Guardianship Conference produced a set
of landmark recommendations for reform of guardianship across the country. More than a decade
later, in November of 2001, Wingspan: the Second National Guardianship Conference was
convened to examine what progress had been made in the interim, and what steps should.be
recommended for the future.

Wingspan conferees produced more than 75 recommendations considered by the full
conference under procedures that permitted time-limited discussion and floor amendments.
Recommendations that received more than 50 percent support of the conferees became the
official recommendations of Wingspan. Numerous specific recommendations related to
oversight, education and training, monitoring and federal linkage are shown below.

In November of this year, at a joint conference of the National Academy of Elder Law
Attorneys, the National College of Probate Judges and the National Guardianship Association, an
invitation only Wingspan Implementation Session will be convened to develop ways by which
the states may be assisted in reforming their guardianship laws, developing guardianship data
bases and expanding education and monitoring.

II. STATE STATUTORY REFORM RELATED TO OVERSIGHT

Has there been any measurable reform in state oversight of guardianship? Whether
measuring reform related to due process or oversight, true reform is measured by chronicling the
gains in oversight made across the country in each state's guardianship statute. Simply tracking
the paper chase of reform from state to state is a daunting task made easier by Erica Wood,
American Bar Association Commission on Law and Aging, and her annual review of state
legislative changes in guardianship statutes for the benefit of the elder law bar and the aging
network;3 and to Sally Balch Hurme, AARP, and her graphs that track the spectrum of
guardianship from beginning to end.4

3 See A. Frank Johns, Tens Years After: Where is the Constitutional Crisis with Procedural Safeguards and Due
Process in Guardianship Adjudication?. 7 Elderlaw J. 33, 78-88 (Fatl, t999Xa summary of the ten years from 1988
to 1998 that Wood followed state legislative statutory reform. Note: Wood has kept the updates current through
2004).

' Id., at 33, and 110-152, Exhibits "II "- It' (Hurme's t998 graphs of the 50 states and DC guardianship statutes
from beginning to end). Note: Hurme has kept the guardianship current though 2004.

CONTACT; A. rank Juhns fi(anCe.-aym nnwAtncswcn
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However, the state statutory changes are arguably less than a true measure of
guardianship reform, possibly just a mask of virtual reality?5 When this witness examined the
twenty most significant empirical research projects and studies over thirty years from the '60s
through the '90s, they comprised a striking composite of how far changes in the laws have gone,
and how implementation of those changes may have gone virtually nowhere:

It is analogous to the technological wizardry of virtual reality. Once you have the
mask over your eyes, you see where you are going as if you were actually there -but you
have gone nowhere. If seeing is believing, then you believe that you have gone as far as
the images in the mask have taken you. The changes in the guardianship laws over the
past several decades may only be a mask of virtual reality. The changes in law mask the
real world reality, and provide for those looking through the mask the opportunity to see
where they are going as if they were actually going there - but they have gone nowhere.
However, since seeing is believing, they believe that real world implementation of rights,
procedures, public and private programs, monitoring and enforcement benefits vulnerable
and unprotected older Americans who because of intrusive intervention have been placed
in the guardianship process. However, they have gone only as far as the mask of images
of changes in guardianship laws has taken them."

In the past, there has been unanimity and clarity in the answer to the question of
measurable reform in guardianship - too many states provide little if any funded support of
statutory requirements for guardianship oversight. The result has produced judicial inattention to
the quality of the lives of the persons over whom the courts have jurisdiction and control.

It is clear that any attempt at reform requires re-education and training of the judiciary
and the social agencies that support it. Professor Lawrence A. Frolik surmised:

No matter how many reforms or counter-reforms are enacted, no matter how the
system is modified, there is no perfection this side of paradise. Rather [than
focusing on reforming the guardianship system].. those concerned [should focus
on] the actors in the guardianship system, and how the actors' behaviors might be
improved. 7

There are a few well-recognized "actors in the guardianship system" where a "best
practice" of education and training in the judiciary has delivered programs of productive

5See A. Frank Johns, Guardianship Folly: The Misgovernment of Parens Patriae and the Forecast of its Crumbling
Linkage to Unprotected Older Americans in the 21st Century, 27 Stetson L. Rev. 1, 28-29 (Sunrnrer, 1997).

6 Id.

' See Lawrence A. Frolik, Guardianship Reform: When the Best is the Enemy of the Good, 9:2 Stanford Law and
Policy Review 347, 351 (Spring 1998).
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oversight, monitoring and accountability.5 Those programs should be modeled and replicated
across the country. In many states, however, the probate judges are not the real problem or
impediment to oversight and, reform. The real problem is that guardianship is considered
insignificant, not even reaching the bottom of the list of priorities over which state judicial
branches are most concerned.

The question is further answered from another angle with the same unanimity and just as
much clarity - there is too little, if any, current reliable data from which to draw conclusions.

Ingo Keiltz, previously associated with the National Center of State Courts, commenting
at the 1992 round table of this committee, raised the need for a national database on
guardianship. 9

He commented that Associated Press reporters were astonished to find that there

Several years ago, this author acknowledged many probate court judges, or judges in courts having jurisdiction
over guardianships and conservatorships, that have served for all the right reasons, with heartfelt, dedicated interests
in those being adjudicated in their courtrooms and subsequently being protected under their statutory duties and
jurisdictional boundaries. Many are so well known that they are often named in studies and writings, or identified
on panels, committees and task forces that address the issues. They include, The Honorable John Kirkendall,
Probate Court Judge in Ann Arbor, Michigan, The Honorable Thomas E. Penick, Jr., Judge, Circuit Court,
Clearwater. Florida, The Honorable Kristin B. Glen, Justice, Supreme Court, New York, New York, The Honorable
Isabella H. Grant, Judge, Superior Court, San Francisco. California, The Honorable John R. Maher, Probate Court
Judge, Kingston, New Hampshire, The Honorable Mary Sheffield, Probate Court Judge, Rolla, Missouri, and The
Honorable Field Benton, Probate Court Judge, Denver, Colorado. While countless other probate court judges are
included but unnamed, the cormnnittee has before it the Honorable Irvin G. Condon of Charleston County, South
Carolina, and Chief Judge Mel Grossman of Broward County, Florida.

Many probate judges are similar to Judge Nikki DeShazo, a Probate Court Judge in Dallas, Texas who
described her reasons for seeking a probate judgeship:

... I found I really wanted to be where people could find a friend and get help. . . I wanted to
help people. I wanted to work in an area that would enhance people's feelings of self-worth.
Probate Court can really be a pleasant, rewarding place to work.... I am distressed that societal
changes have isolated people, so that they do Inot] know their neighbors. There is no one to care
about and look out for neighbors. Situations seem to have become very bad before any kind of
help is obtained.... We need to learn again how to care for people. We need to develop more
concern for our fellow humans.

D.M. Alford, A Probate Judge s View, 13 J. of Gerontological Nursing 32 (1994).

Even as altruistic as the above judges may be, there are those judges who oftentimes make up their minds
before examining any evidence. Depending upon svhom petitioners have for anorneys' or what bent guardian ad
litems take, some judges habitually respond with no further inquiry before they benevolently order the AlP to the
guardianship gulag. Anything more would be considered wasteful and lacking judicial economy.

' See Ingo Keiltz. Comnmesnts Before a Roandtable Discussion on Guardianship, Special Conmmittee on Aging, U.S.
Senate (102d Cong. 2d Sess. 1992)(Serial Number 102-22), p 34. (In their book Reinventing Government: How the
Entrepreneur's Spirit is Transforming the Public Sector, Osborne and Gaebler assert that governments, including
the courts, are in deep trouble today largely because there are huge entrenched bureaucracies that impede the very
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was no data on state guardianship, and nothing existed on a nationwide basis. Keiltz made the
obvious point that neither the federal government, nor each state knows how many individuals
are subject to guardianship proceedings annually, what guardianship case loads correlate with
population, whether or not they correlate with an elderly population and how they compare when
adjusted for the population in different states, different jurisdictions and according to different
administrative structures. Keiltz also asserted, as was found by professor Windsor Schmidt and
other researchers,' that there is insufficient research on social, economic, legal and systemic
factors affecting the rates at which guardianship files are created in the courts.

A database for each state and the federal government would provide empirical data by
which caseloads could be more carefully forecasted and processed. If the number of wards is
known, then necessary funding would provide for sufficient staff, and the cost of training and
enforcement. A national database could provide consistency and uniformity in the data entry and
retrieval forms of the courts, requiring the same kinds of facts and circumstances that would be
gathered across the country. After more than a decade since the first guardianship roundtable, I
believe funding of such a database may only be realized through a federal effort because so many
states continue to struggle near bankruptcy while still in the dark when it comes to statistics
regarding guardianship.

Construction of a national database of guardianship was an important concern of the
delegates at Wingspan. Two Wingspan recommendations specifically addressed a lack of data,
and the need for a uniform system of guardianship data collection:

4. A uniform system of data collection within all areas of the guardianship
process be developed and funded.

Comment: Although significant legislative revisions have been adopted, little
data exists on the effectiveness of guardianship within each state or across the
states, and less information is available about how the system actually affects
the individuals involved.

53. States maintain adequate data systems to assure that required plans and reports
are timely filed, and establish an electronic database to house these data while
preserving privacy.

It is left to the federal agencies to determine whether or not data could be collected on a
national level and integrated with the states. However, individual states have to be more involved

things that are likely to get them out of trouble: creativity, experimentation, risk taking, innovation, consumer
orientation -what a strange concept in government -and future forecasting. Id., at 35.

'° See Windsor Schmidt Guardianship - The Court of last Resortfor the Elderly and Disabled (Carolina Academic
Press 1995); see also L. Barritt Lisi, A. Burns, and K. Lussenden, National Study of Guardian Systems: Findings
and Recommendations (Center for Social Gerontology 1994). The study initially proposed the funding of the
construction of a national database, and was modified to only research and analysis.
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and committed to beginning some form of data collection on the guardianships that are already in
place.

111. STATE STATUTORY REFORM RELATING TO COURT TRAINING AND
MONITORING WITH ACCOMPANYING WINGSPAN RECOMMENDATIONS

Guardianship history casts light on where guardianship has come from and where it may
be headed. Guardianship's own lantern on the stem"' "...should enable us to infer the nature of
the waves ahead." 12 The history of guardianship shows that it is primarily built on the doctrine of
Parens Patriae,13 mandating that the State (the King) is the benevolent protector.' 4 In those state
jurisdictions where the doctrine of Parens Patriae continues as the common law or statutory
foundation, edicts and reasoned dictates of probate and guardianship judges control. In recent
decades, however, a competing view of how guardianship laws should function has emerged,
operating from the opposite end of the legal spectrum - the contemporary view based on
adversarial process and formality. While each view of the guardianship process as strong
support,'5 neither provides the education and training that is now needed to prepare judges and
staff for what wards and incapacitated adults will need if they are to be properly served and
protected.

" See Barbara W. Tuchinan, Epilogue -A Lantern on the Stern, The March of Folly. From Tray to Vietnam (1 984).

I2 Id. at383.

'3 See L Coleman, T. Solomon, Parens Patriae Treatment: Legal Punishment in Disguise, 3 Hastings Const L.Q.; 345-
362 (1976).

" See Terry Carney, Civil and Social Guardianship for Intellectually Handicapped People. 8 Monash L. Rev. 199
(1982); Parens Patriae has been defined as the crown as ultimate parent of alt citizens. Id. at 205, n. 30, citing Eyre v.
Shaftsbury, 2 P. Wns. 103, 24 ER. 659 (1722).

" Compare Lawrence A. Frolik, Melissa C. Brown, Advising the Elderly or Disabled Client, Clip. i7 - Adult
Guardianship and Conservatorship, 17-8, 9 (Warren Gorham and Larnont 1992) (Cumnm. Supp. 1998):

... lAin experienced judge may have been exposed to a great deal of unusual or odd behavior and
consequently be less prone to interpret it as a lack of incompetency. In most instances, you should
advise the client to waive his right to a jury trial . .. few states require the alleged incompetent to
be represented by counsel ... as a result, many guardianship hearings proceed with no counsel for
the alleged incompetent The court is expected to act in his or her best interest, however, and
ensure that the hearing is conducted fairly.

with John J. Regan, Tax Estate & Financial Planning for the Elderly, Chp. 16 -Guardians and Conservators, 16-1,
16-23 (Manthew Bender and Co. 1992) (Cumm. Supp. 1995):

The proper function of defense counsel in a guardianship proceeding is to defend the client against
the proposed order as vigorously as if the client were on trial in a criminal proceeding. A
guardianship proceeding is as much a pan of the adversarial system of justice as the criminal trial.

CONTACT: A. F-rk Jtas 1fifisnc-(5 -an co - wr vi rats
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The delegates to Wingspan also targeted widespread court education and training,
including judges, guardians and related support service professionals:

9. All guardians receive training and technical assistance in carrying out their duties.
Organizations, including the National Guardianship Network,["6 ] should develop
and offer specially designed introductory and continuing guardianship courses for
judges, court personnel, families, guardians, proposed fiduciaries, and attorneys
practicing in the guardianship area, including training on minimum guardianship
standards and ethics.

10. Attention be given to the need for mandatory education for all judges in courts
hearing guardianship cases, with special attention to the educational needs of
general jurisdiction judges.

I1. The Internet and other technology be used to educate and communicate with
lawyers, judges, guardians, and other professionals in the guardianship arena.

12. Standards and training for mediators be developed in conjunction with the
Altemative Dispute Resolution community to address mediation in guardianship
related matters.

Comment: Standards and training should include identification of issues
appropriate for mediation, participants in the mediation, use and role of legal
representatives, and procedures to maximize self-determination of individuals
with diminished capacity. The development of standards should take into
consideration the recommendations of the 2000 Joint Conference on Legal and
Ethical Issues in the Progression of Dementia["7 ] on dispute resolution, and of
The Center for Social Gerontology,['] and study whether these recommendations
should be extended to all types of disability. Mediators should adhere to such
standards even if not statutorily required.

16 [Footnote part of the recommendation.] The National Guardianship Network is an informal coalition of
associations interested in improving guardianship services for individuals as they age and for those with disabilities.
The National Guardianship Network was formed in 2000 and its membership includes the ABA Cormnission on
Legal Problems of the Elderly, the American College of Trust and Estate Counsel, the National Academy of Elder
Law Attorneys (NAELA), the National Center for State Courts, the National College of Probate Judges, the National
Guardianship Association, and the National Guardianship Foundation. For more information about the National
Guardianship Network, contact NAELA at its address, 1604 North Country Club Road, Tucson, Arizona 85716, by
telephone (520) 881-4005, by facsimile (520)325-7925, or through its Web site at <htep:llwww. nala.com>.

17. [Footnote part of the recorrmmendation.] Recommendations offthe Joint Conference, 35 Ga. L. Rev. 423, 423-450
(2001).

18.[Footnote part of the recommendation.] Susan J. Butterwick, Penelope A. Hosmsel & Ingo Keilitz, Evaluation of
Mediation as a Means of Resolving Adult Guardianship Cases (Ctr. for Soc. Gerontology 2001). Copies of the study
are available for a fee by contacting The Center for Social Gerontology by telephone at (734) 665-1126 or by e-mail
at <tcsgetcsg.org>. A copy in PDF format is available through its Web site at <httpi/www.tcsg-org>.
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45. States adopt minimum standards of practice for guardians, using the National
Guardianship Association Standards of Practice['9l as a model.

Comment: Lawyers should not be exempt from those standards. Lawyers and
courts should be educated and trained in the standards.

48. The public guardianship function include broad-based information and training.

Comment: Broad-based education and training about guardianship and
alternatives can divert pressure from the public guardianship system.

Wingspan devoted a separate section to monitoring and accountability. The delegates first
looked at changes in statute or regulations:

51. There be mandatory annual reports of the person and annual financial accountings
to determine the status of the person with diminished capacity. The report and the
accounting should be audited as frequently as possible.

52. To provide effective monitoring, the following are required: (a) a functional
assessment of the abilities and limitations of the person with diminished capacity,
(b) an order appropriate to meet the needs of the person with diminished capacity
(with preference given to as limited a guardianship if possible); (c) an annual plan
based on the assessment and an annual report, appropriately updated, based on the
plan; and (d) inclusion of any- other mandated reports which are the guardian's
responsibility, such as reports to the Social Security Administration or the
Department of Veterans Affairs.

The delegates then considered what changes should be considered in practice precepts or
guidelines that would successfully implement the statutory and regulatory revisions:

53. States maintain adequate data systems to assure that required plans and reports are
timely filed, and establish an electronic database to house these data while
preserving privacy.

54. Courts have the primary responsibility for monitoring.

55. Monitoring is appropriate regardless of who is the guardian - family member,
professional guardian, or agency guardian.

56. Guardianship issues be delegated to judges who have special training and
experience in guardianship matters.

1 9.[Footnote part of the reconunendation.] Reprinted at 31 Stetson L. Rev._, _ _ (2002).
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Comment: Judicial specialization should be encouraged. There is a need to
increase expertise of the judiciary and the support staff in guardianship matters.
This recommendation should be communicated to legislatures and chief judges
who organize court systems.

Further comment on monitoring and accountability was written and published for the
Committee's hearing in 2003 by Erica Wood of the ABA Commission on Law and Aging. The
Commission's executive director, Nancy Coleman, is before the committee today and will surely
update the committee on the Commission's current recommendations.

IV. STATE AND FEDERAL LINKAGE COULD LEAD TO GREATER FEDERAL
PROTECTIONS

Are there current federal programs available to the states that could provide advocacy and
protection for older Americans under guardianship?

The answer is yes. Implementing such protections through current federal systems that
regulate Social Security, Pension Benefits and Veterans Benefits could be efficient and
immediate. Social Security could be linked through the Representative Payees Program; pension
and other deferred retirement benefits could be linked through federal oversight of qualified
retirement plans; and the Department of Veterans Affairs may already be linked through its
oversight of state veterans statutory guardianship laws that are in place in most states.

Federal oversight and revenue sharing to train and educate each state judicial branch and
supporting social service agencies could also be a component of a proposed initiative like the
Elder Justice Act. Such creative federal initiatives could address Guardianship's good by
training, educating and mandating standards for public and private guardians, targeted as a
source of leadership, a conduit for resources and a linkage to protection and advocacy of
vulnerable older Americans of modest means.

Additionally, current federal programs and prospective initiatives could coordinate the
confrontation with Guardianship's evil, mounting a national attack through the states, and
through volunteer corps of national advocates, pursuing abuse, neglect and exploitation. This
will not be easy when such degradation is often at the hands of the very public and private
guardians that are sworn to protect the vulnerable older Americans against such risks.

One final source of protection may not be currently attractive, but it may be
constitutionally required. 2 0 There should be developed federal regulatory directives through
federal agencies with current statutory authority to guide the states in implementing consistent

2
"Rudow v. Commissioner of Division of Madical Assistance, 707 N.E.2d 339 (Mass. 1999)
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oversight and intervention in protecting older Americans served in the guardianship process with
comprehensive monitoring and accountability.

V. THREE RECOMMENDATIONS

There were three recommendations offered by this author to the committee at the 2003
hearing. Those recommendations, as modified for this forum, continue to need the committee's
attention in order to protect against possible wrongdoing inflicted on vulnerable older adults in
the guardianship process.

The first recommendation is to fund a major grant that has the single mission of
conducting empirical research in all states and the District of Columbia from which there would
be developed a primary national guardianship database.

The second recommendation is to federally fund assistance needed to investigate and
study ways to implement accountability and monitoring in all states and the District of
Columbia. The GAO report is just such a study. While it has limited empirical benefit because of
the sample of states used to do the report, the report will be an excellent model to be followed in
states not examined.

The third recommendation is to fund court models that educate and train judges, lawyers
and other professionals in the guardianship process.

Such funding should be linked in partnership with the National Guardianship Network.

Respectfully submitted,

A. Frank Johns, Esq.
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Ms. BOVBJERG. Thank you very much, sir.
Ms. Coleman.

STATEMENT OF NANCY COLEMAN, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION COMMISSION ON LAW AND AGING, WASH-
INGTON, DC
Ms. COLEMAN. Thank you.
I want to look at-I have a written statement which will be in-

corporated, but I want to look at several of the questions that were
raised here and see if we can move forward with them. I think that
the General Accounting Office, whatever you are called now

Ms. BOVBJERG. Government Accountability Office.
Ms. COLEMAN. Government Accountability Office; thank you. OK;

I am going to just call you the GAO.
Ms. BOVBJERG. It is easier.
Ms. COLEMAN. I think that the study is really quite good, and I

agree with Frank that it pushes the envelope, and I think that we
needed that. I do not disagree that the issue of data is important
and, in fact, over 3 years ago, in some work that the ABA Commis-
sion had done, we had posited that you needed to have, in the same
way that you do in the field of child abuse prevention and in a
number of other areas, a taxonomy and a data set in order to be
able to collect this information.

The only State that collects data on a routine basis is Ohio, and
they have it for all of their jurisdictions. Now, why would Ohio be
able to do it and no other State? That is the question. I guess this
comes back to the question that Frank posed: where is the incen-
tive?

Now, it turns out, if one looks at child abuse reporting, before 20
years ago, there was no systemic reporting there either, and it was
because of some Federal funds and some Federal requirements and
some sort of battering over the head that we now have that. What
makes us think that we cannot use those similar vehicles to get at
this same issue?

The second area that I think is important to look at is the moni-
toring. I think that Frank hit it on the head in the sense that while
it may exist in law, and there are the four jurisdictions that you
looked at that went beyond what the State law is, there are several
reasons why the current processes are flawed. One, the reporting
is poor; two, the review and investigation is not there on all parts;
three, the funding is not there, so that even though you have a
good statute, you have no funding for it; four, the training, and
even in those States where you have mandatory training, the train-
ing can be weak; and fifth, you have the lack of relationships to the
community organizations and the community links. So I think that
those are the issues troubling monitoring.

I want to look at coordination now. It is absolutely true that the
Social Security representative payee program leads the way in the
number of people that are in it: 7 million people. Not all of those,
of course, are old people. I must say that in the work that we did
in the mid-nineties, there are still some major issues that they are
not addressing, that is, Social Security is not addressing. The issue
of how people are chosen to be representative payees still remains
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a problem, and there have been a number of IG reports on that
issue.

We had a grant, that is, the ABA Commission on Law and Aging,
had a grant that was a joint grant from the State Justice Institute
and Social Security to look at that coordination. In that report, we
stated something similar to what is in the GAO report, which
states very specifically you need to have coordination. You need to
share information. You need to share when you have people who
are bad representative payees. In fact, the ABA, as a whole, adopt-
ed that provision, which overcame the privacy and confidentiality
provision, in a recommendation that we took before the ABA House
of Delegates 3 years ago. So it is there. It is clear. Social Security
is balking at it, and they are the only ones.

Now, the third area, and I think it is important. We took a look
recently at some of the VA representative payee fiduciary relation-
ships, and in those, you still have some problems about ownership,
about appointment, and about monitoring. I do not think that mon-
itoring of guardianships, monitoring of Social Security representa-
tive payees, and monitoring of VA fiduciaries, are all in the same
ball park. There is poor management of oversight in all three. We
have dealt with a little of that in the provisions of the recent legis-
lation.

Now, the fourth area is the interstate question. The National
College of Probate Judges has a model that is now incorporated
into their model standards and is part of the ABA model standards
on transfers of guardianships. It does not deal with the question
of original jurisdiction, which is something that still needs to be
looked at. However, in some work that I was fortunate enough to
participate in, there is an international agreement-of course, the
United States has not signed this agreement-at the Hague. It is
called the Convention on International Protection of Adults.

What is important about this to this particular issue is that if,
in fact, a guardianship or a power of attorney is recognized in one
jurisdiction, it can be transported to a second jurisdiction. That is,
the papers that said Frank Johns is the guardian for Charlie
Sabatino, and Charlie Sabatino has some property in Virginia, but
this was given in North Carolina, Frank can walk into Virginia and
use that. So the international way of looking at this, while the U.S.
has not adopted it, is a manner in which we, in the United States,
can begin to look at it.

Finally, and the last point that I will make, is that while there
is still an issue that exists around the use of powers of attorney,
and while all of us here can go out and establish who we want to
have as our powers of attorney either for finances or for health
care, there is a Treasury rule that exists that says that a person
who is not able to handle their own Social Security funds must
have a representative payee. That flies in the nature of somebody
having the ability to name who they want to have or to have a joint
bank account or a direct deposit.

Now, while the numbers of older people and probably the num-
bers of disabled people are increasing, the numbers of people rep-
resented as having representative payees have been stable for the
last 15 years. The only way that I can see how this is true is that
people are using direct deposit of Social Security checks into their
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bank accounts, as Social Security would have us do it, and negoti-
ating from those joint accounts or direct deposit accounts or using
powers of attorney.

In fact, to this end, I went in and asked my friendly banker-
our office happens to be above a bank-and I asked the branch
manager, 'What do you do, and how do you find out when some-
body is no longer able to negotiate their own Social Security check?
Do you report this to Social Security so that a representative payee
would be appointed?" She said she did not know anything about
that law.

So there is this conflict that exists that if, in fact, I am an attor-
ney, as Frank is, or as others might be, who is counseling older
people and I say, "Okay, you need to do this planning in advance
so that you will not have to have a guardian or a representative
payee," the conflict exists because the Federal law around rep-
resentative payees and the Treasury rule says that that person
must have a representative payee.

But I think that those are the kinds of things that the inter-
agency proposal that was made in the GAO report can deal with,
and I think that these are the kinds of questions to look at.

Thanks, Barbara.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Coleman follows:]
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Mr. Chairman:

My name is Nancy Coleman and I appreciate the opportunity to participate in this

forum on guardianship on behalf of the American Bar Association, the world's largest

voluntary professional organization with more than 400,000 members. I am the Director

of the Association's Commission on Law and Aging, which has played a leadership role

in adult guardianship reform for over 20 years. I am pleased to comment on the GAO

study on guardianship released today, and will address my remarks to three related

aspects of guardianship; (I) guardian accountability and monitoring; (2) coordination

between state courts and federal representative payment programs; and (3) inter-

jurisdictional guardianship issues.

A. Guardian Accountabilitv and Monitoring

The American Bar Association has extensive policy on guardianship monitoring,

urging the regular filing and court review of guardian accounts and reports, effective

sanctions for failure to comply, training and minimum standards for guardians, and

maintenance of adequate court data systems on guardianship (August 1987, February

1989, August 1991, August 2002).

The impetus for court monitoring is not an assumption that guardians are doing a

poor job or abusing their appointments. On the contrary, although data is lacking, it

appears that most individual and agency guardians meet the needs of at-risk,

incapacitated persons, sometimes against great odds. However, oversight of guardians is

an essential function of the court and a critical safeguard, given that guardianship can

remove fundamental rights and liberties. Moreover, monitoring can be helpful to

guardians as they fulfill one of society's most demanding roles. It also can be preventive,

letting guardians know they are under they eye of the court and must meet the court's

trust in appointing them. Finally, monitoring can allow the court to track guardianship

practices, identify trends and make any necessary changes in procedure. All of these

rationales for monitoring are underscored as our population ages, chronic illnesses

including dementia become more prevalent, medical choices expand with new

technologies, and the number of guardian agencies increases.
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During the past 15 years, all states have revised their adult guardianship law and
close to half have adopted comprehensive new codes, including stronger provisions for
guardian accountability and monitoring. (See the legislative chart (updated to 2003) on
guardianship monitoring produced by the ABA Commission on Law and Aging with
Sally Hurme at the Commission's website at www.abanet.org/aging/guardianS.pdf). The
GAO study has found that generally state law requires reports on the personal status of
incapacitated persons and an accounting of the individual's finances, but that the
frequency of reports, review requirements and enforcement procedures vary. A number
of news articles within the past few years show instances in which monitoring procedures
remain lax and vulnerable persons -- frequently elderly -- are subject to risk. In truth,
there is very little data to refute or substantiate this. Statistics and research are scant.
However, the press stories are an indication that monitoring practices may be lagging
behind statutory standards - that there is a gap between the paper and the reality.

At the same time, courts across the country have begun to initiate model practices
and procedures to ensure effective monitoring, as described by the GAO report. An
examination of key elements of guardianship accountability and monitoring reveals the
following. (These points are summarized from the Statement of Erica F. Wood,
Associate Staff Director of the ABA Commission submitted to the Senate Special
Committee on Aging at its February 2002 hearing on guardianship.)

* Guardian Training. Some states have developed guardian training handbooks and
videos guiding guardian activity and answering basic questions. A few states such as
Florida and New York have statutorily-required guardian training. Yet many
guardians have no training at all. The cost of training is a substantial barrier,
especially as states are facing budgetary shortfalls.

* Standards and Certification. An essential component of guardianship monitoring is
the standard by which guardian performance is judged. The National Guardianship
Association (NGA) has a Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice. In addition,

through its National Guardianship Foundation, NGA has a nationwide process to
certify guardians. A few states (Arizona, Washington, Florida) have developed
guardian certification requirements." Certification helps to ensure courts and
community that professional guardians have a basic understanding of their fiduciary
duties, but it is still in its infancy and needs greater support and visibility.
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* Reports and Accounts to Court. Asnoted by the GAO study, almost all states-require

guardians/conservators to submit to court periodic accountings and personal status

reports on the welfare of the incapacitated person. Despite this, an ABA study of

guardianship monitoring in 1991 found that in many instances the reporting

requirements were not rigorously enforced - and this has been echoed in a number of

troubling press accounts. There is little data on enforcement of guardian reporting

requirements.

* Judicial Review. Aside from a sentinel effect, reports and accountings serve little

purpose if no one looks at them. The 1991 ABA study of guardianship monitoring

identified several components of an effective review process - tracking or tickler

systems, designated judges responsible for review, designated financial auditors and

examiners of personal status reports, and established review criteria. Yet in reality,

once reports are filed, what happens to them is as varied as the number of states,

courts and judges. A Florida Supreme Court Commission on Fairness survey of

Circuit Courts in 2000 found very little in the way of court review. Public hearings

by the Illinois Guardianship Reform Project in 1999-2000 uncovered "frustration with

the inconsistency in carrying out statutory monitoring requirements [including] a

laxity in closely scrutinizing annual reports."

Beyond this, if initial paper review reveals problems, to what extent do courts

send investigatory personnel out to be the "eyes and ears of the judge" and check up

on the incapacitated person? Sadly, the answer appears to be "rarely." While most

states authorize judges to use investigators when a "red flag" comes to the court's

attention, resources are scarce. Only California has a comprehensive statewide system

of regular probate court investigators. Some courts are beginning to use inventive,

low-cost approaches toward review - sending a copy of the guardian report to

interested third parties, asking the state public guardianship program to aid in review

of private guardianships, or using volunteers and students regularly to visit

incapacitated persons and guardians. Money remains a key stumbling block.

* Sanctions and Enforcement. When guardians violate their fiduciary duty, courts have

a panoply of sanctions, including suspension, contempt, removal and appointment of

a successor. The court also can withhold the guardian's fees, surcharge the bond or

hold guardians accountable for mismanagement of property. There is little data
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indicating the frequency with which these remedies are used, or how effective they
are in preventing abuse or exploitation. -

* Guardianship Plans. The concept of a "guardianship plan" is that the guardian should
be required to submit not only an after-the-fact status report, but a forward-looking
document describing to the court the proposed care of the incapacitated person. This
provides the judge with a tool to measure the guardian's future performance;
encourages the guardian to sit down early in the game and chart a course of action;
and might be useful information for individuals listed in the notice. Little data exists
to determine whether such plans are actually in use, are practical and are beneficial.

* Court Data. Courts and the public have very little accurate; reliable data about
guardianship -- and without this, policymakers and practitioners are working in the
dark in assessing what exists and how to improve the system. We don't know the
number of persons actually under adult guardianship in the country. The GAO study
noted that a third or fewer of the courts in California, Florida and New York track the
number of-guardianships and few track the number of incapacitated individuals under
guardianship. Moreover, even when courts keep guardianship data, it may get lost in
the wide variety of other case files, be mixed with data on guardianship for minors, or
be lumped in with more general probate or decedents' estates data. State differences
in terminology also present a real obstacle. There is no uniform method for data
collection, or uniform data fields.

* Funding. Good monitoring requires sufficient resources. Courts must have funds
available for staff, investigations, volunteer management, computers, software,
training and materials. Financing for guardianship monitoring, however, must
compete with other court needs, as well as other county and state needs, in
increasingly overstrained budgets. Jurisdictions may seek multiple funding sources to
finance monitoring - including state appropriations local monies, the estate of the
incapacitated person, filing fees, and grants for special projects.

* Guardianship traditionally has been a creature of state law. However, because
federal pensions and other funds may be managed by guardians/conservators, and
because some aspects of guardianship - including monitoring -- could benefit from
federal financial assistance, there may be a role for the federal government in offering
funds to assist states in their efforts. In 1992, the Senate Special Committee on Aging
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held a Roundtable Discussion on Guardianship to examine the need for federal

legislation and the possible federal "hooks" for regulation. It has been twelve years since

the 1992 Roundtable. As indicated in the GAO report, some courts have developed

innovative "promising practices." These practices require support, visibility, and the

opportunity for replication. Many different suggestions on-federal funding assistance and

support have been advanced by guardianship experts and interested organizations over

the years. Some of these are summarized below. The ABA does not have policy on these

funding approaches.

* Provide funding to support the monitoring capacity of state courts and to encourage

the replication of promising practices. For example, the State Justice Institute in past

years made available grants to state courts to improve court management, which

could include a focus on guardian accountability.

* Encourage the development of a uniform data collection system on guardianship

nation-wide, so that data collection by state courts is consistent and comparable.

* Sunoort research on guardianshiD practices. During the past decade, only a handful

of small projects have documented guardianship practices. Much of the criticism of

guardianship proceedings stems from a few highly publicized, notorious examples of

guardian abuse and neglect of wards. Whether these examples constitute the

exceptions or the rule on how guardianships actually function is not known. The ABA

Commission has tracked exactly what state laws have been passed, but light could be

shed light on the implementation of these laws.

* Encourage state and area agencies on aging, and the long-term care ombudsman

programs funded under the Older Americans Act to coordinate with state courts with

guardianship supervision. Some believe that knowledge of the aging network and

aging service providers could be helpful to judges in assessing guardianship plans and

reviewing guardian reports. Agencies on aging could aid courts in judicial education

on aging and in identifying potential community volunteers to serve as visitors or

court monitors. Long-term care ombudsman could alert the court when long-term care

complaints involve guardians and their wards. (The ABA Commission on Law and

Aging has produced and distributed a brochure for courts on "Good Guardianship:

Promising Practice Ideas on Community Links" and a mirror image brochure for the

aging and disability network on "Good Guardianship: Promising Practice Ideas on
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Court Links for Agencies on Aging, Adult Protective Services and Long-Term Care
Ombudsman.")

* Support the technical assistance, clearinghouse, and data collection activities in the
pronosed Elder Justice Act that -include guardianship. This recognizes that
guardianship is a double-edged sword - it can aid in preventing elder abuse, yet sadly
guardians sometimes can commit elder abuse.

B. Coordination Between State Courts and Federal Representative Payment
Programs.

Closely related to state court guardianship systems is the much larger Social
Security Representative Payment Program and other similar federal payee programs. The
American Bar Association has adopted policy related directly to fiduciary performance
under the Social Security Representative Payment Program (February. 2002). The
President signed Public Law No. 108-203 in March 2004, which included a number of
provisions addressing the Social Security Representative Payment Program similar to
those advocated by the Association.

The GAO study notes that state courts and federal representative payment
programs serve overlapping populations but coordinate little in oversight efforts, and that
information collected by state courts is generally not systematically shared with federal
agencies and vice versa. Very little data is available on cases involving both guardians
and representative payees.

A 2001 ABA study on State Guardianship and Representative Payment funded
by the State Justice Institute recommended "a better exchange of information, liaison, and
continuing education opportunities between the state guardianship and SSA
representative payment systems." With the assistance of a broad-based advisory
committee, the study identified specific practices that might aid both fiduciary systems to
ensure better accountability and safeguard the rights and the funds of incapacitated
persons and/or federal beneficiaries. These practices address five related aspects of the
guardianship system:
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1. Determining whether a guardianship is needed. When a guardianship petition

is filed, if the respondent's only source of income is from the Social Security

Administration or other government program and if the respondent has a representative

payee, courts should recognize that a conservator need not be appointed, unless there are

other compelling circumstances. Moreover, a representative payee may be able to

provide valuable information on the individual's finances, functional capacity and living

circumstances. Thus, the court routinely might seek to ascertain the Social Security

benefit and representative payment status .of respondents, and might interview the payee

for critical information.

2. Limiting the guardianship order. Judges might consider representative payment

in framing limited orders, and should have available model representative payment

clauses for guidance. A limited order could exclude management of Social Security

benefits but ensure that function is integrated with the broader financial and personal

decision-making to be handled by the guardian.

3. Determinine the suitability of the Proposed guardian. If the proposed guardian

has been a representative payee, his or her record (obtained with a Consent for Release of

Information) could assist the court in evaluating the person's actions in a fiduciary role.

4. Monitoring the guardianship. In instances where it would be helpful, courts

could require guardians who are also representative payees to supplement annual

guardianship accounts and reports with copies of the reports they have submitted to SSA.

In addition, courts could examine SSA records, if accessible through appropriate

Consents for Release of Information, to identify instances of cases involving guardians

also serving as representative payees in which there has been evidence of substandard

performance or breach of fiduciary duty.

5. Exchanging information between the two systems. Regular exchange of

information and educational opportunities between state courts with guardianship

jurisdiction and the SSA representative payment program can offer significant benefits

for each in strengthened monitoring and accountability. Moreover, coordination between

state courts and SSA field offices could foster joint efforts to recruit volunteers and

provide public information. To promote better understanding, state court administrative

offices could develop and present course units on the representative payment system for

judges and court staff; and SSA filed offices could receive information or training
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sessions on the state guardianship process. (The ABA Commission has produced a
model judicial education curriculum unit on the representative payment system.) To
advance coordination and exchange of information between the two fiduciary systems,
American Bar Association policy makes two specific recommendations for federal action
(February 2002).

* First, the ABA urges the Social Security Administration to "recognize state and
territorial courts with guardianship, juvenile, or family law jurisdiction as judicial
entities entitled to access federal agency records relating to representative payees
(with or without such fiduciaries' prior consent) within the statutory exception to the
federal Privacy Act which permits disclosure of such information 'pursuant to the
order of a court of competent jurisdiction' [5 U.S.C. §552a(b)( 1)]."

* Second, the ABA supports a requirement that organizations that make application to
serve as representative payee for an individual SSA beneficiary should "provide
advance notice of their intention to family members (parents, siblings, children, and
grandparents) of beneficiaries and to other legal representatives and, in so doing,
advise such parties of SSA's general preference for appointment of individual payees
with a demonstrated interest in the beneficiary over organizational payees [20 C.F.R.
§§ 404.2021 & 416.635, 640 & 645]."

C. Inter-iurisdictional Guardianshin Issues

The GAO study highlights complications that can arise when guardianship of an adult
involves more than one state, and notes that this can affect a court's capacity to provide
effective oversight. Indeed, as society becomes increasingly mobile, respondents
frequently have ties to several states. Respondents, incapacitated individuals, family
members, caregivers, and property may be located in several different jurisdictions.
Sometimes family conflicts can trigger abrupt movement of an incapacitated person
across state lines, making enforcement of guardianship orders difficult.

Therefore, interstate guardianship questions may arise as to: (1) the most appropriate
state in which to file a petition; (2) the most effective process for transferring a
guardianship from one state to another; (3) instances in which petitions have been filed
in more than one state; and (4) the need for recognition of guardianship across state
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borders. American Bar Association policy urges the adoption of "standard procedures to

resolve interstate jurisdiction controversies and to facilitate transfers of guardianship

cases among jurisdictions" (August 2002).

To address these critical issues the National College of Probate Judges convened

an Advisory Committee to study the incidence of interstate guardianships and explore

ways to foster cooperation among courts with guardianship jurisdiction. I served as a

member of this Advisory Committee. The Committee developed five standards on

interstate guardianship, which are now included in the National Probate Court

Standards. These standards aim toward a concept of guardianship "portability" in which

a guardianship established in one state could be transferred to another efficiently and

without an unnecessary re-litigation of the question of capacity - absent a showing of

abuse or other compelling circumstances. The standards also encourage judges and court

staff to communicate about specific guardianship cases that cross state lines. Federal

government assistance in further study of interstate issues and in bringing visibility to the

National Probate Court Standards would help to improve court oversight.

However, in today's global society, jurisdictional issues extend beyond interstate

issues. Individuals with questionable or diminished capacity and their families may

travel or live in several countries and may confront complicated problems involving

recognition of a guardianship, recognition of a durable power of attorney, choice of law,

and need for cooperation among countries of the world.

Thus, a Hague Convention on the International Protection of Adults was adopted by

the Hague Convention in October 1999. The Convention aims to provide an international

solution to conflicting assertions of state authority over disputes involving incapacitated

adults. I served as a representative of the United States to the drafting committee for this

Convention. ABA policy ((February 2000) urges that: (1) the U.S. Senate give its advice

and consent to the ratification of the Hague Convention; and (2) the U.S. Congress enact

legislation implementing the Convention's provisions.

Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments at the Senate Special Committee

on Aging forum on adult guardianship.
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Ms. BOVBJERG. Thank you very much.
Ms. Armstrong.

STATEMENT OF DEBBIE ARMSTRONG, DEPUTY SECRETARY,
NEW MEXICO AGING AND LONG TERM SERVICES DEPART-
MENT, SANTA FE, NM
Ms. ARMSTRONG. Thank you. First of all, I am very honored to

be here. I was a last-minute substitute, so I do not have a written
statement. I will provide that later. But I am going to talk a little
bit about the experience we have with guardianship in New Mex-
ico. I think what I have to say is that it follows right along with
the findings in the GAO.

A couple of things that we have done: first of all, along the same
lines as has been discussed, there is no accounting, no data or in-
formation about who all has guardianships or how many, unless it
is a public guardian; we have some information about that, because
we are funding them. But otherwise, there is only a requirement
to do an annual report. There is no requirement in the law that
that report get reviewed by anyone. So, it is completely dependent
upon the judge as to whether they have the interest, the time, the
staff to do that, and to the most extent, I do not believe it is done
in hardly any court.

So, there really is no accountability, nor do we have a mechanism
to assess fines or so forth that other States may have for failing
to file that report or to perform the duties as expected. But a cou-
ple of things that we did in New Mexico, and with good intentions,
still are not working well, and that is the creation of a public
guardianship program. We did it in the late eighties, and-the
startup funding to create a separate nonprofit entity to do this
work was provided through legislative appropriation.

The budget that goes toward public guardianship has grown in
the late eighties from about $250,000 to a little over $2 million. We
have about 380 wards of public guardians and about 200 that have
treatment guardianship. Most of those public guardian situations
go to one contracted entity, that one that was started, and there
are lots of allegations against that entity about fraud, about exploi-
tation, about inappropriate placement of their wards, and it is be-
cause they are essentially a monopoly, and it has become very dif-
ficult to control.

We have tried moving contract oversight, actually, from the AG's
office, who was not acting on a lot of the issues as advocates
thought that they ought to. Contract oversight was moved to an ad-
vocacy organization, the Developmentally Disabled Planning Coun-
cil.

There are still problems with the representative payee situation.
In New Mexico, we have separate provisions to do a guardianship
or a conservatorship. In the public guardian situations, the courts
determine that the ward does not have the money to pay for a
guardian. That is why they need a public guardian. So the court
assumes that there is no need to appoint a conservator. So, the
public guardian, by default, often becomes the representative payee
and essentially the conservator of whatever little income there
might be; and there are reports of potential exploitation, even in
that limited circumstance.
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Among the nonpublic guardians, issues still arise with coordina-
tion between the representative payee and the guardian where
even if the guardianship has been removed, that person is still the
representative payee. So, there are still issues going on.

There is also no requirement for training. So, other than in the
public guardianship context, with contract requirement that they
utilize appropriately-trained staff, there is not a required training
in statute. In setting up guardianships, we have tried to do some
things to protect, to the greatest extent possible, the appropriate-
ness of guardianship by having both a guardian ad litem rep-
resenting the proposed ward and a court-appointed visitor doing an
independent assessment of the need for guardianship.

We still find, and I am speaking a lot from my experience with
the ombudsman program and their dealing with residents of nurs-
ing facilities who may have guardianship, that some guardianships
seem inappropriate. We have fought the guardian on a number of
occasions from inappropriately moving a resident. We had an in-
stance last year where the publicly-funded guardian moved,
against the wishes of the resident, who was very well-established
in a facility and happy there, moved to one closer to where the
guardianship office was, which meant completely leaving the com-
munity and any friends and support systems that were there.

So, as you have reported in the GAO study, we find the same
things happening in New Mexico. Thank you.

Ms. BOVBJERG. Thank you very much.
I want to welcome Robert Aldridge. I was introducing everyone

before he arrived, and I held off introducing him so he could hear
the nice things I said about him. Robert Aldridge is an attorney in
Idaho. His practice is focused on estate planning, taxation, probate
and elder law. He is past chairman and current legislative chair-
man of the Taxation, Probate and Trust Section of the Idaho State
Bar, and he represents the bar on the Idaho Work Force Invest-
ment Board and is vice president of the board and the one-stop
chairman for the Work Force Investment Board.

He is also the long-term chairman of Retirement Jobs of Idaho,
which provides nonprofit training to allow the elderly to reenter
the workforce. He serves on the Legislative Oversight Committee,
created by the Idaho Legislature, that is currently studying the
guardianship and conservatorship system of Idaho by providing ex-
pertise and technical assistance to the Governor, the legislature
and the supreme court.

He brings a wealth of perspective on this issue, and we look for-
ward to his comments.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. ALDRIDGE, ELDER LAW
ATTORNEY, BOISE, ID

Mr. ALDRIDGE. Thank you. When I was here in February 2003
with Mr. Johns, we were primarily talking then about the horrors
of the system on the appointment side, what was happening on the
intake. What, really, I have tried to focus on in my written re-
marks is now what happens after appointment? How do you mon-
itor? How do you control? That is somewhat counterintuitively still
involved in the preappointment process in many cases. By doing
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certain things at the front end, you eliminate a lot of the problems
at the back end.

So, we have tried to create in Idaho a very detailed statutory re-
quirement for the initial filings, for the contents of those. Our bar
section has published a set of forms books in terms of guardianship
and similar types of proceedings that is extremely detailed, has
charts, flows and so forth that could lead literally anyone through
that process.

We also have worked hard to maintain the independence of the
guardian ad litem, the court visitor, from the process, to make sure
they are not in some way controlled by the petitioning parties and
also to make sure that the guardian ad litem is a continuation
after the appointment. The guardian ad litem acts on as almost, in
a sense,.. a second look acting on behalf of the person throughout
the entire process.

Also, we do a lot of front end requirements for reporting through
the court visitor and so forth to establish initially what are the as-
sets. We require written plans from the proposed conservator/pro-
posed guardian so that in advance, we know what is supposed to
be happening. This gives a basis, then, for the monitoring system
to know whether things are being followed.

We also recently adopted a statute based, in part, on some of the
ABA statistics and other statistics showing that in many cases, fel-
ons were a disproportionate percentage of those who were abusing,
either physically or financially or otherwise, the elderly. A require-
ment that a court could appoint a felon as a conservator or guard-
ian but only after finding by clear and convincing evidence that it
was in the best interests of a ward, et cetera. So, at the front end,
you have to very clearly keep track of how the system sets up its
initiation.

After the appointment has been made, a series of things: No. 1,
we try to have very strong volunteer committees on our bar section
with AARP and et cetera. We have outside entities that help in the
monitoring process and in training. We also have created perma-
nent staff attached to the court but paid through State funds that
actually monitors every single guardianship, every single con-
servatorship, looks at all the status reports, reads all of the finan-
cial reports; goes out and, with the guardian, visits or sometimes
without the guardian, visits.

We also have created very detailed requirements for the reports
themselves so that somebody just doesn't turn in a check ledger
and say that's my report. Those are extremely detailed, and they
are in the form books online and so forth. We have also given the
court the ability to, on its own initiative, if no one else acts, to im-
pose all sorts of fines, to make people disgorge funds, to undo what
has been done.

We have also done a great deal of work on training. It is manda-
tory that the people who act as guardians who especially, if not
professionals in that area, have to have training. So we have cre-
ated videos; we have extensive handbooks that we have created for
each of those offices; and those are mandated to be gone through,
and especially with some help from AARP, we have been able to
do that in some detail.
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The thing that I think has worked best, and it has been ref-
erenced several times, is the tracking of cases. We started at the
top at the Idaho Supreme Court and completely rebuilt what we
call the ISTAR system, which is the court case tracking system. We
can now tell you exactly how many cases of guardianship and con-
servatorship there are; what kind they are; which ones are develop-
mentally disabled, which ones are minors, which ones are adults;
which ones are active, which ones are closed; which ones have re-
ports, which ones do not, et cetera, and that has tremendously
helped in terms of monitoring these. We are not having to have,
as was referenced, clerks wander down and dig through dusty
paper files to find out which cases are even there for the things
that have been filed.

We have also tried to do information sharing. We have coordi-
nated with the VA, which has independent requirements for those
who are in the VA system and tried to get uniform methods of re-
porting and sharing of information with them. We also share with
the equivalent of your office with the Ombudsman for the Elderly
and the Commission on Aging, with health and welfare, all of the
abuse statistics we can and try to get those into the system as
quickly as possible.

So, our emphasis has been trying to make the job easy, so that
it does not require a tremendous amount of money or staff to do;
that it takes the efforts spread over a number of different areas at
as little cost as possible.

I would like to echo what has been said about the problems with
Social Security. We continuously have cases in which there is an
appointment of a conservator. They are then made the representa-
tive payee. The next day, the person who has been abusing the el-
derly fiscally walks in, changes it back to themselves and off goes
the money again. It is a huge problem.

We have gotten together with the VA and solved that problem.
We have not solved it with Social Security. I think that is one of
the main things we still see as a problem, because for many of our
elderly under conservatorship, that is the money. That is all they
have is Social Security. When that disappears, now, we see in-
creased societal costs in Medicaid, Medicare and others.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Aldridge follows:]
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STATEMENT/TESTIMONY
Senate Special Committee on Aging

July 22, 2004
Oversight and other Protections in Adult Guardianship

1. General Background of Idaho Systems

Idaho adopted the Uniform Probate Code in 1972, the first State in United States to do so. The
Code covers a multitude of subjects, but deals with all protective procedures except
developmental disability cases, which are in a separate area. Starting in 1989, the Idaho law on
protective procedures has been substantially revised, especially concerning conservatorship
and guardianship. The emphasis of the changes has been to provide increased protection to
the elderly (and others who are the subject of such actions, normally because of disabilities).
Most of these changes have not been based on proposals from the Uniform Code
Commissioners; instead, they have been crafted in Idaho to deal with specific problems in the
setting of a State that has few public protections for the elderly and extremely limited budgets
for any public protections that do exist.

The primary impetus for the changes has come from the Taxation, Probate & Trust Section of
the Idaho State Bar, often in partnership with other interest groups such as AARP. At the time
of the commencement of the changes in 1989, 1 was the chairman of the Section, and I have
been the Legislative Committee Chairman for the Section for the last sixteen years. The
Legislative Committee now consists of approximately thirty-two members, from a wide range of
interests, including law, bank trust departments, governmental and quasi-governmental
agencies, social workers, accountants, AARP representatives, and others, depending on the
exact issue. All participation is voluntary and without pay of any nature, other than one hired
law clerk. Funding for expenses, and the law clerk, is provided by the Bar Section.

The Idaho legislature meets annually for approximately sixty days, commencing in the first week
of January. The legislature itself has very limited expertise, and no professional staff, in areas
relating to the protection of the elderly. The administrative agencies charged with such
protection (primarily the Idaho Commission on Aging and the Adult Abuse section of the
Department of Health & Welfare) have severely limited budgets and personnel.

The Idaho judicial system hears cases regarding the elderly almost exclusively at the Magistrate
level. Only one Magistrate in the entire State of Idaho, in Ada County, works primarily in the
probate/protective proceedings area, and even that Magistrate is also assigned other cases. In
all other counties In the State, assignment of protective proceeding cases is random rotated
among all available Magistrates. Magistrates have, at most, one staff member.
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2. Oversight of Conservators and Guardians In Idaho: Pre-appointment

For clarity, it should be noted that Idaho calls those who deal with the financial affairs of the
protected person a 'conservator and those who deal with the health and personal care of the
protected person a 'guardian', unlike many States which refer to those categories, respectively,
as 'guardian of the estate' and 'guardian of the person', or similar titles. Oversight of
Conservators and Guardians is provided by a series of methods. The procedures in this section
are not technically 'oversight' because they occur prior to appointment, but they are important
because they give protection to the Ward and tend to result in appointment of qualified
conservators and guardians. Additionally, these procedures identify the needs of the Ward for
protection, and the assets of the Ward, independently from the allegations of the petitioning
party.

a. Initial Proceedings Protection of a ward begins with the initial requirements for
petitions and proceedings. The statutes themselves spell out, in detail, all
requirements, providing a primer for the Court and attorneys, especially those who are
not experts in protective proceedings. Additionally, our Bar Section has prepared a
detailed Forms book for protective proceedings, with checklists and procedure charts, to
guide practitioners, and courts, through the process. This Forms book is provided free
of charge to all courts in the state. This promotes uniformity in proceedings throughout
the State.

b. Requirements for Court Visitors and Guardians ad Litem

i. Court Visitor The statutes require that every proceeding commence with the
appointment of a Court Visitor. The Court Visitor must be 'trained in law,
nursing, psychology, social work, or counseling' and is deemed to 'an officer,
employee or special appointee of the Court' and must have 'no personal interest
in the proceeding-. The statute spells out in great detail the required contents of
the Court Visitor's report, which must be furnished to the Court and all interested
persons. As part of the required contents of the report, the Court Visitor must
assess the financial assets of the Ward.

ii. Guardian ad Litem The Guardian ad Litem must be an attorney. The statute
requires the Guardian ad Litem to act solely in the best interests of the Ward.
The Guardian ad Litem also submits a report to the Court and appears at the
hearing on behalf of the Ward. Like the Court Visitor, the Guardian ad Litem
must interview all interested persons in the case, as well as meet with all
medical, nursing home, or care providers involved with the Ward.

c. Independent Appointment of Court Visitor and Guardian ad Litem The court appoints
the Court Visitor and the Guardian ad Litem. In larger counties, revolving lists of
qualified persons or entities are used. This ensures the independence of both.

d. Right to Hire Independent Counsel The Ward has the right to retain independent
counsel in addition to the Guardian ad Litem.

e. Priority of Appointment The Idaho priority list for appointment has been substantially
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changed from the Uniform Probate Code. Under our current Code, the protected person
can nominate his or her choice as conservator or guardian orally or in writing during the
proceedings, if capable of doing so. If no such nomination is made, then the person or
entity that the protected person had previously named to fulfill similar roles (the agent
named in a financial powers of attorney as to conservatorship, and the agent named in a
medical directives or medical powers of attorney as to guardianship) is the first priority
for appointment. Only if none of those choices had been expressed by the protected
person will the standard listings in the Uniform Probate Code (based on relationships
such as spouse, then adult children) be used. The Court Visitor and the Guardian ad
Litem are required to ascertain and report these choices to the court.

f. Limitations on Temporary and SDecial AoDointments The prior Code allowed ex parte
temporary appointments of conservators or guardians for up to six months (but with
unlimited renewals) without any hearing, without any notice to the protected person,
without appointment of a Guardian ad Litem, without appointment of a Court Visitor, and
without any required reporting or notices to the protected person or any other interested
persons under the Code. This allowed tremendous abuse without any protection. The
Code was revised dramatically to severely limit the ability to obtain temporary
appointments without showing of extreme emergency and to require notice within forty-
eight hours to the protected person and others, and with an extensive listing of the rights
of the protected person to obtain immediate hearings and other protections. The
maximum time limit for appointment was deceased to sixty days. Only the limited
powers absolutely necessary to protect the immediate health and safety of the protected
person could be granted. A Guardian ad Litem was required to be appointed and the
protected person additionally had the right to independent counsel. On request of any
interested person, a hearing must be held within five days and a Court Visitor appointed.
Temporary appointments could not be renewed. Conservatorship powers are limited to
preservation and protection of the assets, and maintenance of the Ward. Any petition for
a temporary appointment of a conservator must be accompanied by a petition for a
permanent conservator.

a. Felons as Guardians or Conservators Idaho law now requires that if a felon petitions
to be conservator or guardian, the court must find by dear and convincing evidence that
the appointment is in the best interests of the Ward. This is true even if the felon has
priority for appointment under the Code.

h. Required Submission of Financial and Care Plans Petitioning conservators and
guardians must submit written detailed plans for management of the assets and of the
welfare of the Ward. These plans are reviewed by the Court and the Guardian ad Litem
and any interested person.

i. Requirement of Limited Appointment Unless the need is shown for a general
appointment, the Court is to make only a limited appointment, covering the exact needs
of the Ward by detailing the specific limited powers of the conservator or guardian.
These needs are identified in the reports of the Court Visitor and the Guardian ad Litem
and by testimony at hearing.

3. Oversight of Conservators and Guardians In Idaho: Post-appointment
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a. Fiduciary Review Committee, Guardianship Monitoring, Legislative Oversight
Committee Initial attempts were made by the Bar Section to determine whether required
reporting by guardians and conservators were being filed, and if filed, were being
reviewed by the Court. Incredibly, the case computer listing system of the State could
not even identify which cases were conservatorship/guardianship cases, much less
whether reports had been filed. After prolonged work with the Idaho Supreme Court to
revamp the system, an analysis was made of existing cases in Ada County, Idaho. The
vast majority had no initial inventories or any annual reports. A volunteer Fiduciary
Review Committee was established, composed of several attomeys (including myself)
and a trust officer and an accountant. The Committee attempted to track down non-
reporters and then obtain reports. Then, the reports which showed serious violations on
their face were assigned to a committee member who pursued correction of the
violations, including court action if necessary. All participation was on a pro bono basis,
with expenses provided by the Bar Section. In a three year period, in just Ada County,
literally millions of dollars were recovered. There is now a pilot program through the
Idaho Department of Finance, the Idaho Office of the Attomey General, and the Idaho
court system, to extend this program Statewide and to institutionalize the process, rather
than relying on volunteers. There is also a Guardianship Monitoring program in Ada
County which provides permanent staff to coordinate training and monitoring of
guardians and conservators. This program reviews every inventory, accounting, and
status report submitted to the court and takes any followup proceedings necessary. The
program also provides training and ongoing monitoring of guardians after appointment,
with substantial help from AARP and other volunteers. Finally, the Idaho Legislature this
session created a Legislative Oversight Committee, of which I am a member, to propose
ongoing legislation and funding for protection of the elderly, including independent
review of all conservator and guardian reports in the entire State.

b. Continued Guardian ad Litem Participation After Aopointment Legislative changes,
and increased judicial enforcement, are now ensuring that Guardians ad Litem remain
active in protective cases, unless the Court finds that such additional protection is not
needed - for example, if the Guardian/Conservator is a long term spouse and the assets
are all community and limited in size. The Guardian ad Litem reviews all reports
submitted by the Guardian and Conservator and monitors the status of the Ward
independently. The Guardian ad Litem can bring motions before the Court at any time to
protect the Ward, including challenging actions of the guardian or conservator,
challenging the accuracy of reports or the failure to submit reports, challenging the
appropriateness of expenditures or fees and costs, and so forth.

c. Court Enforcement A new section of the Code was created to give the Court clear
ability to enforce reporting and proper actions by conservators and guardians on its on
initiative. The Court could impose fines and could surcharge the conservator/guardian
for misapplied funds.

d. Required Reports An initial inventory of the asset and debts of the Ward must be
filed within 90 days of appointment and served on all interested persons, including the
Guardian ad Litem. Accounting reports must be submitted at least annually, or more
often if required by the Court. Mandatory reporting forms for the inventory, accountings,
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and status reports are provided to the conservator and guardian by the Court at the time
of appointment. These forms are also available in the Forms Book and online.
Substantive proof of the contents of the reports must accompany the reports. We are
currently expanding the description of the required substantiation for enactment in our
next legislative session.

e. Handbooks for Conservators and Guardians The Bar Section has written and
published, without charge, separate detailed handbooks for the Conservator and for the
Guardian. These are given out at the time of appointment. The Conservator or
Guardian must verify in writing to the Court that the handbook has been read and
understood. Additional training is available, both by video and through the Guardianship
Monitoring program.

f. Training Financial Institutions and Law Enforcement to Recognize Fiscal Abuse bv
Conservators and Other Fiduciaries Idaho has implemented, by statute, training of
financial institutions in the recognition of fiscal abuse, including by Conservators,
Trustees, Powers of Attomey, and other fiduciaries. The statute also provides legal
immunity to the financial institution for good faith reporting of such apparent fiscal abuse.
Programs are in place to train law enforcement personnel in how to recognize and
investigate fiscal abuse, and to train prosecutors how to prosecute fiscal abuse cases.
New statutes are being enacted to expand the definition of, and punishment for, fiscal
abuse of the elderly, with enhanced penalties when the fiscal abuse involves retirement
funds, housing, and so forth.

o. Clear Procedures For Transfer of Guardianshios Idaho has implemented procedures
required for transfer of a Ward out of or into the State of Idaho. These procedures
include direct coordination of the original appointing court and the Idaho court if the
transfer is into the State of Idaho, or the Idaho appointing court and the proposed new
court of jurisdiction if the transfer is out of the State of Idaho. This coordination is judge
to judge. This eliminates jurisdictional problems and ensures that a Ward does not lose
the protection of law during or after a transfer.

h. Clear Tracking of Protective Cases The Court computer tracking system has been
substantially modified to clearly identify and track all protective proceedings. The
system can distinguish adult and minor cases, as well as developmentally disabled
cases. The system can identify whether proper reports have been filed and whether the
case is active or closed.

4. REMAINING NEEDS, PROBLEMS

a. Grants for State or Private Programs Idaho, like many States, is experiencing severe
budget deficits. There are, therefore, few sources for funds for innovative programs.
Existing state programs protecting the elderly are being slashed or eliminated. State
legislators are reluctant to fund programs until they are proven. Federal grants to
establish pilot programs for innovative methods to protect the elderly would enable local
volunteers to establish the programs and then, when the worth of the programs is
documented, lobby them into existence as State programs.
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b. Establishment of Basic Rights of the Elderly as Fundamental Due Process The
fundamental right of the elderly to self-determination, to make their own decisions, must
be protected. These rights must be enumerated and made a part of the very fabric of all
protective proceedings. Such rights must be removed from the elderly only as a last
resort, and only to the extent absolutely necessary, and then only after full due process,
and with careful examination of all available alternatives. The emphasis must be on
protection of the elderly, not the convenience of others, including the convenience of the
judicial system. The dignity of the elderly must be preserved at all costs, in the face of a
system which creates justifiable fear in the elderly and which is often indifferent to, or
even contemptuous of, the emotional needs of the elderly when that justifiable fear is
expressed. That justifiable fear by the elderly is sometimes even characterized as
paranoia and used as proof of the need for protective proceedings. Far too often, the
system strips the elderly of their assets, their comforts, and, ultimately, their human
dignity.

c. Training of Judges and Other Court Personnel and Creation of Central Resources
Because of the limited number of protective proceeding cases that magistrates in
smaller counties handle, more training of the magistrates and their support personnel is
needed. Additionally, the smaller courts need access to expertise, resources, and
statistics.

d. Recognition by Social Security and Other Agencies of Protective Apoointments As
noted in the GAO Report, Social Security procedures for representative payees allows
fiscal abuse of the elderly even when a conservator has been appointed.

e. Creation of State and National Databases on Abuse of the Elderly. Including Fiscal
Abuse This should not only include raw numbers, but names, so that local courts can
ascertain if a proposed conservator or guardian has committed fiscal or other abuse of
the elderly in other states. Currently, it is far too easy for an abuser to simply move
across a state line and file a petition for conservatorship or guardianship in the new
state.
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Ms. BOVBJERG. Thank you very much.
I wanted to start off by asking some general questions. One of

the general things I wanted to observe is that what we see both
in terms of collection and information of data and on monitoring is
you have, at the Federal Government level, issues within the Fed-
eral programs, the benefit programs that appoint representative
payees. If there had not been such monitoring issues at the Social
Security Administration, we would not have seen the legislation
that became law last January, the Social Security Protection Act,
which took on the management of the representative payee pro-
gram.

This is also true in terms of sharing information. GAO can make
recommendations to Federal agencies about how they should inter-
act with each other, share information and coordinate. But one of
the things I wanted to ask this panel, since I am really the only
one from the Federal level participating, is how best can the Fed-
eral Government support an interaction between the States and
the Federal Government, and also among the States?

Frequently, at GAO, when we are thinking about these things,
we run into unfunded mandate issues or run into just simply the
diversity of the States, which make us not want to be prescriptive
in any particular way. Because you each have somewhat different
perspectives on this, I wondered if each of you could take that on
a little bit.

Mr. ALDRIDGE. I am not shy on that issue.
What I think we need initially is the ability to have funding for

unusual, innovative programs. In Idaho, we have been able to do
that more easily because we are small, and we can do that largely
through volunteers, but trying to get an individual program
through the legislature is very difficult.

So, we need first of all funding to get the program in place. When
it is in place, we need to be able to show statistics and data, and
that is where that needs to be shared across State boundaries; not
just within us, but we know what wheels have already been in-
vented. So, we can use that to get eventual legislative funding.

We also need data bases on who has abused the elderly. Right
now, when somebody comes in and petitions, it can be very difficult
to find out whether, that person, we passed the nice felon statute.
We may not be able to get that information, especially if it involves
abuse of the elderly. So, all those central areas need to be there
so that we can track people as they go across the system.

We also-we created from our end, at least, some pretty good
tracking of transfers of cases, but I think that could be better co-
ordinated in some ways through the Federal level, so that you have
some central way to find out where people are, and if you transfer,
how do you get courts together? How do you get them to discuss
where is the proper jurisdiction?

Ms. COLEMAN. Can I ask-I mean, it seems to me that there are
both questions of transfer, and then, there is the question of where
is the proper venue for this to take place, and who is then going
to monitor it?

In the transfer question, the issue is if both ward and guardian
or conservator are moving to another State, or you have a second
possibility, and that is for those who live along borders i.e., you
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know, along a State line. If you are going to place somebody from
Ohio in a Kentucky nursing home, how is it that you have the au-
thority to then make decisions about that person, given that these
are mostly State issues?

OK; I agree with you that those are the kinds of questions that
need to be addressed. They are partially addressed in the National
College of Probate Judges model. However, it does not deal with
original jurisdiction, so you go back to the Orshansky case or some
of the other infamous cases.

The Hague answered that question by presence and choice of
law. Now, according to the Hague Convention, Mrs. Orshansky is
in the district at the time that that original petition was made,
then, they ought to look at it there. However, there were some
other issues. If Ms. Orshansky was in New York, then, it should
have taken place in New York, and that is who should hold the
ground as to where it is.

Because Ms. Orshansky had stated her choice of who she wanted
to make decisions about where she wanted to be, the court should
have looked at that. Again, I think those are issues.

I think that the major question that Barbara poses is one of ask-
ing how should the Federal Government agencies interact with
State agencies, and where does the flow of information occur? I
think that is a much harder question. In the case of where you
have, as you have in Idaho, figured out a way to work with the VA
in their appointments, we need to have better ways of working
with Social Security, because it is the gorilla. It has 7 million peo-
ple who have representative payees. Nobody else has that.

The question here is, and there are some civil liberties issues,
whether or not you can maintain lists of people in a State who may
have abused or been convicted of abuse or, as in the case in Penn-
sylvania recently, the State said you cannot.

So, let us look at the kinds of questions of what information you
can keep and what you cannot keep and whether or not there is
a choice for somebody to have been rehabilitated.

Mr. JoHNs. Single shots at any given problem may focus on the
answer and the narrow focus. However, I think, Barbara, your re-
quest was for what the broader view would dictate in terms of how
larger bodies of those who can study what is wrong and deal with
the answers and come up with models by which implementation
might occur; I think that is where you were focusing.

Let me suggest two things: first, out of the Wingspan Conference
of 2001 came a series of 75,recommendations, and I must acknowl-
edge Charlie Sabatino as being one of the co-chairs of that con-
ference with me. What we found was that with those recommenda-
tions, we are at a loss to see how we might implement them. So
what we have focused on is the organization of the National Guard-
ianship Network.

What we did was to bring together several significant national
players, organizations like the ABA Commission on Law and
Aging, the National College of Probate Judges, and two of the
judges who are renowned, including current sitting president Irv
Condon, who will be sharing remarks at this forum, are partici-
pants in this network; including the National Guardianship Asso-
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ciation, people that you interviewed, and my organization, the Na-
tional Academy of Elder Law Attorneys.

The focus of that network is to come together periodically to ask,
"Have we done anything?" If we have done something, what is it?
Is there a source from which we might be given some monies, like
a Federal foundation that would then open up additional task
forces beyond just a Federal agency design.

What we are realizing is this is a difficult way to deal with it,
because you are almost in a vacuum. When that network comes to-
gether and talks, the organizations that are represented there are
saying, "Well, we cannot keep it moving in the organizations in
which we are currently functioning. We need something else, some-
thing more."

We have identified that something else, and it is a conference
that is set for this November in Colorado Springs, where represent-
atives of the GAO will present your study. The point is in this con-
ference there is going to be a Wingspan Implementation Session
where invited delegates will specifically design a framework by
which we go to each and every State and say, "Here is the basis
by which change might occur in your State. Here are the people
that we have worked with in your State at this conference who are
going to help us show you how to take these steps."

Part of what the GAO could do is help design, or at least look
at, ways by which we talk to Federal agencies that you are saying
need to be talking among themselves. We believe they need to be
talking with us as well.

Ms. BOVBJERG. They think that, too.
Mr. JoHNs. Yes, and we have extended that to asking the chief

justices of the supreme courts of all the States to send representa-
tives as participants to this conference, because we know that the
hierarchy and the leadership of these judiciaries are the ones who
look at how they are going to gather data, how they are going to
deal with the issues.

If we can at least make them aware of the fact that this is a cri-
sis in the offing, that in the next few years, they are going to have
to deal with it one way or the other, then, they may well come to
the table with us and accept our models and begin implementation.

Ms. BOVBJERG. I just wanted to add that GAO did recommend
that Social Security convene an interagency study group that
would include representatives from States and from courts. We
thought the sharing among Federal agencies was the easy part,
frankly, but it is being done in bits and pieces. However, we
thought that the real question was how federal agencies could
share data back and forth with the courts.

I do not really want to make SSA's argument, because they dis-
agreed with us, as you will see in this report, but they cited a cou-
ple of things as being barriers to this. The main one was the Pri-
vacy Act. They felt that they do not have a routine use agreement
under the Privacy Act, and we believe that this is why they should
convene an interagency task force.

I think one of the concerns that I know that Social Security will
have is that there are 50 States and the District of Columbia, and
there are all of these courts, and they will feel that they have to
have separate agreements with each. So for them it will be a com-
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plicated and potentially time-consuming thing to do. It is the same
process that they use to get death information, for example, from
States. They have to have special agreements with each one.

But we think that perhaps there is future work to be done on
how SSA and states reach these agreements and how, perhaps, to
think about them, differently. But certainly, they need to take this
on in the area of guardianship. As you were talking, I was thinking
about the diversity of States, and also the courts within each State.
Perhaps Ms. Armstrong could talk about this a little bit as it re-
lates to New Mexico. The State says "These are our standards for
guardianship, and, we are not seeing courts not meeting those
standards." GAO did not perform a compliance review."

But we did see quite a range in the way that state standards are
implemented. So, I wonder even if you could get to a point where
there is agreement upon the kinds of data to collect, and how to
share the data back and forth. How would this really work on the
ground? Do you have a feeling for that?

Ms. ARMSTRONG. You are right that in New Mexico, like many
other States, it is very different in every court, because it is largely
dependent on the judge. I do not have any great ideas. I think that
as a State that is struggling, we would like to see models be devel-
oped that can be adopted by courts rather than each one doing
their own thing. Recognizing that it is a national crisis would be
persuasive in regard to adopting those models.

Dealing with the issues with representative payees and Social
Security and their interaction and the jurisdictional issues you
raised are definitely issues in New Mexico. We have border commu-
nities where that is an issue. So I do not have a great answer, but
recognizing that it is a national problem and developing models
that can be replicated and give courts something to work with
would be very helpful.

Ms. COLEMAN. Barbara, I want to add a piece of history to this.
In 1987, the Associated Press did an unprecedented set of inves-
tigations that resulted in the fall of 1987, in a week in September,
that all of the AP reporters did pieces on guardianship. That was
used to push and push and push a whole lot of other investigative
and legislative changes that we have seen over the last 25 years.
I believe-I am going to give you credit-no, no, I truly mean this
right now, that the fact that you have taken your study and tar-
geted it at what I believe are the five most important issues will,
in fact, raise that visibility in a way that I am hopeful, given that
we have pending the Elder Justice Act; given that Frank's program
has invited, lo and behold, not under his guidance, all of the chief
justices or their representatives, because it is the chief justices, if
they agree to it, who can order States to put into place common
definitions and basic data collection.

I believe that if we looked at the computerization of courts-you
know, yesterday, we talked about, the press talked about, the com-
puterization of medical records, we will be able to more or less,
given the impetus of this report and this study, push people in that
direction. So, I think that is the way that we can look to move for-
ward and push on these kinds of issues.

Now, again, I think that when the ABA did its study on the pri-
vacy question that Social Security disagreed with us on, and that
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it still disagree with you on today-I brought in two experts on pri-
vacy; we had a paper written on that, which I will share with you.
We really did come to the conclusion that it could be overcome, and
it is overcome in a variety of ways.

You know, Social Security shares its data base with a lot of peo-
ple. So, it is not as though it cannot do it with courts. It is not as
though it does do it with a lot of other folks. I think it is
overcomeable, and I think it is an issue which they have to be
pressed on, and your report will press them publicly.

Mr. JOHNS. Barbara, if I might, I believe that Nancy is exactly
right on the point she makes. I think, too, however, that we are
actually talking about something that may be two or three steps
beyond where we are. All I would like to do is just talk to them
generally. All I would like to hear is that some groups met for dis-
cussion. We are not talking about sharing the data yet. Let us just
talk about what the problems are. Let us find a forum to which
these agencies are invited; at which our courts are represented.

I must ask that you add one other identified group to those who
are going to be talking together. You said the State agencies, and
you mentioned the State agencies, the Federal agencies and the
State courts, but there are major consumer group organizations, in-
cluding the National Academy, including the ABA, including NGA
that should be at the forum.

Ms. BOVBJERG. I did not mean to leave them out.
Mr. JoHNs. Many groups in the private sector would love to be

in the room just to talk about it. I think what we have missed is
that significant pieces of empirical data have been collected, and
reported, the last one being the one out of the Center for Social
Gerontology in 1994, which was 2 years late in developing the ac-
tual data so that it could be published.

So really, we are probably-this report is only 12 to 14 years
after real data has been looked at it all. The beauty of the report
that you have done is that it is current, and it may produce dialog.
I think the great benefit that could come from today is that we
identify those who would come together and identify a place and
then say, "Will you please come and set an agenda by which we
begin talking about what we need to do together."

Mr. ALDRIDGE. I would like to say amen to that. The only way
we were able to build things was to create very, very broad groups
to come before them. For example, right now, we have currently a
grant fund proposal that we are working through Senator Craig's
office to try to fund some innovative ways of doing training. But
that training is going to involve everything from AARP to Kin Care
Coalitions to National Academy of Law Representatives, whoever
we can get to be in that. We try to pull in hospital associations,
nursing homes, whoever might be there. The broader that coalition
is, the broader that base, the more likely you are going to get
things done.

Ms. BOVBJERG. Let me ask you about burden, because one of the
things we heard, and I think you brought this up, Robert, earlier
on is the states and courts would do more monitoring if they had
the funds. I was wondering about the data collection and the data
sharing as well, because you have all been, and I am gratified to
hear this, very positive about our recommendations addressing
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these things. But I wonder what might this represent at the point
of collection? Is that something we have to worry about? I am
thinking about implementation.

Mr. JoHNs. Yes, but even then, to say that it is too great a bur-
den, you are putting too much paperwork on us; there is no way
that we are going to be able to go out there and do this, there is
a great way to excuse yourself from beginning at all. So you are
right. It is a good question to ask: well, how much of a burden do
you think it might be?

Let me answer in one way. When North Carolina, revised its
statute in 1987, the reformers were up against the guardianship
judges who were really trying to impede reform. In the end, we ma-
neuvered a way that created a very simple, one-page data gath-
ering statement that the guardian of a person must file. The truth
of the matter is that the burden of that component of data gath-
ering is not great at all.

The fact that none of the administrative offices cared to follow
through on collecting the data from the guardians is part a cul-
tural, part historical explanation of what guardianship is-partially
a political quagmire.

Ms. COLEMAN. Barbara, you know, one of the questions which So-
cial Security often asks about is the purpose of the representative
payee program. The purpose of the representative payee program
in 1939, when it was created, was a way to pay benefits. To a large
extent, the representative payee program still is that. Yet, it has
become and is traded upon as sort of a stepchild or less-intrusive
guardianship.

Now, if you are listening to what Frank just said, you have the
sense that people do not want to change. They do not want to ac-
cept the responsibility in the court system in North Carolina that
once you've made somebody a guardian, you do not need to worry
about it anymore. So you have the same sort of lack of responsi-
bility both in the Social Security representative payee program and
in many of the guardianship programs where the courts say that
they already put somebody in that place, so they do not have to
worry about it any more.

So let us look at it together and ask the questions: Which States
currently do not know how many people are under a guardianship?
How many are alive? How many are dead? How many are actually
in institutions? How many are living in the community? If you can-
not answer those questions, what is it that would allow people to
be able to answer those questions fairly quickly?

Well, you would if, in fact, you had a computerized data base. In
Idaho, you know where those people are. You must be able to ac-
count for them. So was it burdensome, Robert?

Mr. ALDRIDGE. No, it was not burdensome at all. We did a series
of things. One, again, we tried to build a coalition so that the bur-
den was shared. Information came from a lot of different areas, and
so, we enlisted the nursing homes and assisted livings and so forth
to be a part of the reporting system. We also went out to the finan-
cial institutions and, No. 1, gave them statutory definitions of po-
tential fiscal abuse and then immunity if they reported it, very
much along the lines of child abuse reporting.
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We also did the actual training. We went through the State. I
went all over the State with a group of people, and we trained
bank tellers and vice-presidents how to recognize fiscal abuse,
where to report it. So you can enlist a lot of players to come in.
If you do that, it is not burdensome at all. Again, the resistance
to change is hard to overcome, but if you tell them we will do 90
percent of it, and we will put your 10 percent at the end, a lot of
times, you can get it done.

Mr. JOHNS. An anecdotal comment, Barbara. In the Baltimore
County area, there is a significant advocate named Joan
O'Sullivan. Joan is a professor of law in that community and has
been a passionate advocate for individuals caught in guardianship
processes. Joan, on her own, with a professor colleague of hers,
knew that there was very little data about guardianships in Balti-
more County. They designed a fairly simple survey, and on their
own, with students they had, went out and surveyed all of the com-
munity and looked at all of the guardianship files in that county,
and the compilation of it and then some of her conclusions drawn
from it was not a significant difficult task to do.

Compare that with the fact that I took that survey with her
blessing. I went to North Carolina to the Office of Administrative
Courts, explaining that I would go find some funding help from a
private source if the AOC would just give me the blessing to go to
the major metropolitan counties in North Carolina to do this sur-
vey to gather the data.

The response from the administrator of the court system was
that our computer system was such that there was no way we
could integrate the data you gather, and it was so low a priority
that they did not care to try. That was the literal answer that was
given, and we are still without the information. So it is not that
it is a burden, but Nancy certainly hits it correctly: based on his-
tory and based on the fact that inertia is hard to come by, you can-
not get them moving in any direction at all. They would rather sit
on what they have, until the firestorms and horror stories mount
in such a way that the AP Gulag stories of late 1987 erupts again
to show that too many of our elders are being harmed.

The numbers are going to be so great-in fact, they may already
be that great-that we are really losing time, and that is the pain-
ful part of this.

Ms. BOVBJERG. This is a frustration; it brings me. to the frustra-
tion of this project. We started off when Senator Craig's staff came
to us and said, "What about these reports surfacing about abuse,
especially after hearing last year? We are. hearing about Ms.
Orshansky's story for example."

So, GAO was planning to look at the incidence and the frequency
of abuse in guardianships and discovered that we could not even
find out how many guardianships there were, let alone the fre-
quency of abuse, which we were hoping was low. We were hoping
that these were horrifying but anecdotal stories. So we ended up
recommending that, to manage an effective guardianship program,
even though it is not one program but many programs nationwide,
you really need basic information.

But in looking at the monitoring side, where we looked at what
we called the exemplary programs? Many of you told us these were
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the programs that do some of the things that you folks have been
talking today, getting people out there to actually see the person
under guardianship and evaluate their condition.

I guess the question I wanted to pose to the panel is how preva-
lent do you think abuse under guardianship is? That is one thing.
Is there something that could be done, is there something at the
Federal level that we could do to reduce and prevent abuse? Per-
haps, I don't know, it is a legislative solution, or perhaps it is
something that we can try to get agencies to think about, but is
there something that we could do that would help address what we
think is the problem, even if we do not know how big it is?

Mr. JOHNS. Yes.
Ms. BOVBJERG. I should stop with these long questions.
Mr. JOHNS. To follow up with the yes answer, the explanation is

that the probability is that because you get to go see how the exem-
plary programs are run, and then, when you see them, you see that
there are few, if any, reports of abuse, it leads to the logical conclu-
sion that the horror stories are few and far between.

Ms. BOVBJERG. Or perhaps prevented from becoming horror sto-
ries.

Mr. JOHNS. In those communities. But those are a very small
percentage of the total number of communities in which you are
going to find the data-we believe that is going to be difficult. Let
me say on behalf of the National Guardianship Association that to
paint guardians generally as the bad guys is really a simplistic
sound bite that is unfair and improperly fired in terms of a round.

Many, many guardians educate themselves, and through the
NGA, they conduct education and training, the likes of which we
really have not seen before. That is really new. However, there are
the unscrupulous profiteers and those who would be predators, and
we really have no way to be sure who they are, and that is truly
the problem.

Mr. ALDRIDGE. We went through a process that identified that
for us. When we started all this in 1989, I undertook it as a project
of our bar section working with the local probate court. We started
with the situation where there was absolutely no monitoring what-
soever. We had no way to identify anything, et cetera. So we start-
ed in that condition. We then built a system, found out who was
there, et cetera, and now had a data base of cases. We were able
to go directly to those and see how many of those did have abuse.

Now, abuse is difficult, because there is a tendency to look only
at the guardian, but there may be other abuses: the petitioning at-
torney or others may be charging exorbitant fees or acting inappro-
priately, et cetera. It is a broad spectrum. But nonetheless, in those
cases, there was a very high percentage that had some form of
abuse in them.

Now that we have the system in place, the amount of abuse is
extremely small. So, it tells at least to me in our system, it said
to me that yes, there is a lot of abuse out there, and it can be easily
prevented with the right techniques.

Mr. JOHNS. The one other answer I had, if I might, is this. For
example, in North Carolina, when there is a guardianship, and
there is very little money, and there is only a Social Security check,
the clerks have the discretion to disregard any accounting for that
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Social Security check and the funds and how they are spent for
that ward. They just say, "Well, what we are going to do is just
give you Letters of Guardianship the Person, for which we ask lit-
tle or no information about."

The guardian then goes to get the Social Security check as rep-
resentative payee. Now, Social Security may think because we have
anointed the person with Letters of Guardianship, there is some
oversight somewhere. But the truth of the matter is that the
guardian is getting that check, and there is no accountability.

Now, in. fairness to North Carolina's view of it, the more experi-
enced judges will control that expense to that family, dragging it
through a process that requires accounting and then some form of
audit just to see to it that they get that check is so burdensome
that we believe that for these people who, No. 1, are vulnerable,
and No. 2, are of such modest means that that is about all they
get, we felt it was easiest to just give it to the person standing as
representative payee, because the Federal Government is watching
them.

Ms. BOVBJERG. I would say on the representative payee program
that generally, the Social Security Administration program is
watching the big players-the representative payees, many of them
nursing homes, that have many wards-and that it reviews their
use of the funds regularly. You are right about the single ones.
Just so everyone here knows, the SSA IG is embarking on a study
sampling the single representative payees and taking a look at
what conditions are there, which may be, as far as I know, really
the first time something like that has been been done. But there
is a lot of concern, I know, as they go out and do this that they
will be sending investigators out to descend on a family who is act-
ing as the representative payee for a disabled child or that will
frighten people unnecessarily and make them do unnecessary pa-
perwork.

So they are really trying to balance the need for better informa-
tion against burdening individuals. They are struggling with it, but
they are just getting started.

I wondered if we should open up for any questions that anyone
in the audience might have. I know we are doing everything miked
for the record, and so, if anyone does have a question, I would in-
vite you to come over here to the podium where we have a mike
that you could ask the panelists. You do not have to, but I thought
because this is a forum, perhaps we should open it up to audience
participation.

Do you have a question?
MS. COLEMAN. Perhaps while people are thinking of questions let

me just comment on the issue that I think is a cross-issue. Social
Security asks a person who is a representative payee to send in a
report annually and to say how the money that the person received
was spent. But it does not ask it in a way that says, "I as the rep-
resentative payee, spent $250 on clothes and $650 on food" or that
the representative payee had anything in their back pocket to sub-
stantiate that. They ask for percentages.

So it does not even know, nor does it look back to see whether
or not the reporting happens. This is the crossover issue: when you
have a guardian and a representative payee, you have one agency
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telling the other agency that the other one is watching, and nobody
is watching. I think that the issue still remains even with those tri-
ennial look-sees that Social Security does of the institutional and,
now, large payees. I think that there is still the potential for a
whole lot of abuse.

There is double-dealing, according to Social Security. One of the
representative payees that we looked at in 1995, 1996, charged a
fee. They legitimately could charge a fee. But they also charged a
fee because they were out of state. In order for the beneficiary to
get a check, they had to make a long-distance phone call, have a
check sent to a rural post office box, pay for the Federal Express,
and then pay for the check cashing.

Now, how much money do you think they lost from their benefit
check paying those service charges. What kind of protection was
that for the beneficiary? So you have just got to look more at that
or an agency that charges itself for services.

Mr. ALDRIDGE. One other thing we have not talked about that we
have tried to enlist as another player is the criminal investigation
side. We are in the midst of setting our abuse of the elderly to in-
clude being a misdemeanor up to $1,000, but a felony for anything
above that or which involves physical abuse, even if they are acting
as conservator, guardian, trustee, power of attorney, whatever.
Then, we are setting a method to train police officers how to inves-
tigate that, because right now, they do not know how. They know
how to investigate physical abuse, but they do not know fiscal.

So, I think that is something where we can list some players, be-
cause I think right now, most people who are representative pay-
ees, et cetera, just are not afraid. They are not worried about what
is going to happen to them from Social Security or from the court
systems. But if they know that regardless of whether those people
are satisfied, there is potentially a police officer out there waiting
to put handcuffs on them if they have made off with even a dollar
on and a felony if it is over $1,000, you may see more compliance.

Ms. BOVBJERG. Well, let me ask the two of you who are in the
trenches in the States: What about the VA? My understanding is
that VA has a field examination requirement where they send folks
out to see the person who is the beneficiary and to talk to the fi-
nancial fiduciary. Do you think that they are achieving better re-
sults, that VA is acting to prevent and deter abuse by doing that?
Do they have a better record than SSA?

Ms. ARMSTRONG. Yes; I am not sure I know the detail how it
works in New Mexico. What we have seen is that the VA system,
is separate, and they do their guardianships, and I think, when the
VA budget gets crunched there is less and less monitoring of the
guardianships and less involvement just because of a budgetary
issue.

Mr. JOHNS. They have made it so complicated in North Carolina,
where they have absolutely insisted on a separate statutory design
for a veteran guardianship process that everybody runs away from
them, because when you are caught up in their process, you cannot
even get through the dialing problem of tracking somebody down.
You will never speak to a human being in the VA. If they do actu-
ally go out and check, we have never seen them, and we have done
literally hundreds and hundreds of VA cases over the last 26 years,
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and talk about making something much more difficult for the con-
sumers when you are trying to do something which will protect
their interests, the VA is doing that.

Mr. ALDRIDGE. We have kind of gone the opposite way in Idaho.
Kim Tisch and I are on a first-name basis, and we routinely split
up duties. Very often, they are heading out to someplace, and so,
we will tag into that and get the information from them, or they
know that we are in the middle of a guardianship, and we are
going to be getting info, and so, we feed that back to them. They
have been very cooperative.

Now, that may be the function of a small State compared to a
large one, where the numbers are more manageable, but it has
been the direct opposite where we are, and it has been a very prof-
itable alliance.

Ms. COLEMAN. Last month, the veterans benefits committee on
the House side had a hearing to look at similar legislation to the
Social Security Protection Act. The VA itself objected and said it
does not have problems in that regard. It does not have fiduciary
problems. Yet a year ago, the VA IG said, "In fact, it does have
problems of financial abuse." So again, you are asking one part of
the VA versus another part of the VA, and I think representative
Susan Davis from San Diego who has sponsored some legislation
on that.

Ms. BOVBJERG. It also sounds like from what Frank is saying and
what you are saying, Robert, that it may also be based on relation-
ships that have been formed between a particular State and the
particular region of the Federal agency, which is kind of discour-
aging too, I guess.

Mr. ALDRIDGE. Well, another thing, too, that I think that any so-
lutions we come up with have to recognize is that there is a huge
disparity between the urban side and the rural side. I am on the
Work Source Board for Idaho. Technically, our entire State for Fed-
eral Work Source is rural, including our capital city. It is deemed
to be rural. We have entire counties that are bigger than a number
of States and have less than 5,000 people in them.

The solutions to work there are very different than when you
have, you know, the downtown boroughs of New York City, and I
think that any ultimate solution that comes up would have to take
that into effect.

Ms. BOVBJERG. Well, we have talked a lot about what GAO rec-
ommended, which I am very gratified by, being from GAO. We've
talked about data collection and about the need for better coordina-
tion across States, coordination between States and the Federal
Government, and within Federal agencies. What other reforms
should we be thinking about at the Federal level? I recognize that
guardianship is not a Federal program, but the Federal Govern-
ment still has an interest; certainly has pieces of programs that
intersect but with guardianship but, in fact, as you say, Nancy,
representative payees are not guardians. What other reforms
should we think about? We have the ear of the Senate Aging Com-
mittee today.

Mr. JOHNs. I have one suggestion, and it has been made before.
It comes from a published decision in 1999 in a case that I cite in
a footnote of my testimony titled Rudow v. State Medical Services
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Commissioner in the State of Connecticut. What the case addressed
was if you are going to advocate the due process interests of some-
one who has no money, then, how are you going to find appropriate
representative counsel to advocate those interests?

What they realized was that on issues of quality of care within
nursing home environments where Medicaid patients were housed,
and they were also the wards of guardianships, but they were eligi-
ble for Medicaid, therefore, they, by definition, had little or no
money; and the lawyers asserted that as a due process mandate,
that Medicaid funding that came out to the facility must carve out
monies sufficient for legal counsel to advocate the due process in-
terests of the ward not just in terms of the adjudication of capacity
but also in terms of monitoring and advocating the interests of
those individuals under the guardianship throughout the process of
the guardianship.

I would suggest that part of those Medicaid dollars be set aside
for due process and advocacy interests of those who have no way
to advocate their interests on their own.

Mr. ALDRIDGE. Absolutely. Our major problem in our State is
people whom we know are being wronged, and there is no way to
get that into court. There are simply no dollars to pay for it. We
do as much pro bono work as we can, but there are limits. You can
only do so much. If that were a formalized program, then, that
would be a tremendous help. Again, that reforms the system. When
the people who are out there know that that is in place, then, they
change. They take it into effect.

Mr. JOHNS. The impact, Barbara, I know that you can sense that
the fiscal impact would be a tremendous hurdle that we would
have to overcome, because all of the health care interests' lobbies
would realize that that would be a carve-out of dollars that they
are supposed to get in the end. So unless you are going to say to
them, "Well, we are not going to hurt the reimbursement basis on
which you receive your Medicaid dollars. You have got to then
show in your analysis fiscally that there is some increase in budg-
etary funding that is going to cap that out."

Ms. COLEMAN. I cannot tell you exactly, but we did review all of
the State Medicaid plans, and if, in fact, it exists in the State Med-
icaid plan that you can pay for guardianship services, then, the
guardian can be paid for. So it exists although I cannot pull the
number of states off the top of my head.

Mr. JOHNS. Well, it was in Connecticut, because that was the
basis on which they could litigate the case.

Ms. COLEMAN. I am just saying that we looked at a number of
other States to be able to look at that.

Again, I would go back to the example that I used earlier, about
child abuse reporting. It was the incentive that the Feds used to
get States to do reporting across the board on child abuse, you
know, using common definitions; now, States fought it, but they
would have lost their foster care money.

I grant you, I can go back and say, "OK, Nancy, you know as well
as I do that the Keys Amendment sanction to make sure that board
and care facilities in 1976 were in compliance with those five
standards did not work. It is still there in Medicaid in the assisted
living waiver programs. It still does not work." On the other hand,
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there may be some other things to think about, because we do not
have Title 20.

Ms. BOVBJERG. What do you think from the State perspective,
Debbie?

Ms. ARMSTRONG. I think to see the initiatives that were talked
about would be wonderful. I think it would be well-received. I am
particularly intrigued with the thought of the Medicaid involve-
ment, not just from a funding perspective, but I think that would
contribute to the overall quality of care and decrease of the abuses
that we see in the system. Because in New Mexico, 70 to 80 per-
cent of the nursing home beds are Medicaid.

Mr. JOHNS. Well, the tension that we have is the tension between
your invitation to do that which is right and to make the law with-
in our States complicit compared to what Nancy is saying, which
is to get them to do it if we have to use language that promotes
enforcement, then, the whole view of a federalist mandate on the
States, and the States saying-the States will come back in today's
world with the argument of sovereign immunity; you are not going
to tell us what to do, and you did not carefully pin down in the lan-
guage of your Federal law that this is a mandate to which we have
to ascribe-the tensions are very clear.

If we can create a forum in which we talk together about how
we become more proactive about this, and we invite the States to
join with us to begin a uniform laws movement, if we did it from
a perspective that says, "Well, let us look at it in a way in which
those who know well how to write the law have designed uniform
language, then we go to the ABA, ALI uniform laws premise and
try to construct a way by which that language would then be lob-
bied to the States to invite their agreement; at least we have dialog
occurring."

Above all, I believe that what this forum does for us is to, No.
1, make real the documentation and the investigation that you and
your colleagues have done in the GAO, and then, No. 2, give us a
way to say let us talk and go out and invite the talking. Hopefully,
our conference in November will just spur that along a bit.

I will note for the record that we have given Senator Craig sev-
eral formal invitations to be our keynote speaker and that we are
going to have representatives of the GAO there, because that dia-
log, we believe is so significant.

Ms. BOVBJERG. Well, I appreciate everything that you have
brought to the table today, literally. I want to thank the Senate
Aging Committee and Senator Craig for inviting us all today. I
want to thank those of you who stuck with us all afternoon for
coming. I especially want to thank Debbie and Robert for coming,
really, at quite the last minute, I understand. I really appreciate
that, and I think we have laid out a problem that is only going to
become more acute and that there is, in fact, a Federal role in
working with States and courts to try to address some of these
issues.

So thank you, everyone, very much.
[Whereupon, at 3:43 p.m., the forum concluded.]
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Mr. Chairman, Senator Breaux, Members of the Committee, fellow participants in

this Forum, and guests, it is my pleasure to provide comment on the GAO report and to

discuss the opportunities and challenges inherent in protecting vulnerable elderly

individuals under or in need of guardianship. With respect to the report, we agree that

guardians should be adequately trained and monitored, and that governmental agencies

and courts should coordinate their efforts and share information concerning guardians

and representative payees.

Guardians play a critical role in protecting vulnerable individuals and in helping

them to obtain the care and services they require. Most guardians are conscientious, but

some mistreat, neglect, or exploit their wards. The Older Americans Act (OAA)

mandates that the Administration on Aging (AoA) serve as the effective and visible

advocate for older Americans and their concerns. As such, AoA is committed to

protecting vulnerable seniors under or in need of guardianship.

According to the OAA, States shall undertake activities to develop, strengthen,

and carry out programs for the prevention and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and

exploitation, including providing public education and outreach, conducting training, and

ensuring the coordination of elder rights programs. Many local areas use OAA funding

to support elder abuse prevention multi-disciplinary teams, which can include adult

protective services (APS) workers, area agency on aging staff, police, medical

professionals, and court personnel.

OAA-funded long-terni care ombudsman programs in every State provide

information to residents of long-term care facilities and those in need of long-term care,
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help residents and their families resolve problems, and advocate for systemic changes to

improve care and protect residents' rights. They are often the first to investigate

complaints of abuse, including those that involve seniors who are under guardianship or

representative payee programs.

The OAA is also one of the top funding sources for low-income senior legal

assistance programs. There are approximately 1,000 OAA legal services providers

nationwide, which provide over one million hours of legal assistance per year. These

legal programs help to ensure that older Americans and their caregivers receive critical

information in areas such as consumer protection, public benefits, health and financial

advance planning, and guardianship. The OAA mandates a legal assistance developer in

each State to coordinate and enhance legal activities and to maintain the rights of seniors

at risk of guardianship. The OAA also has supported statewide projects to enhance

seniors' access to legal assistance, including through help-lines and the Internet.

Guardianship can remove our most basic rights, so it should be imposed only as a

last resort. Legal services programs funded under the OAA promote alternatives to

guardianship, such as financial powers of attorney and health care advance directives.

These instruments empower seniors to decide who will make their decisions when they

are unable to do so, reducing their risk for victimization and limiting the number of

unnecessary guardianships. Senior legal providers also advocate for alternatives to

guardianship or limited guardianships when representing prospective wards before the

court, and they petition the court to appoint an emergency guardian when a senior with

diminished capacity is being abused, neglected or exploited.
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AoA supports national legal resource centers that provide State and local legal

providers with training and informational materials on a range of legal topics, including

guardianship and alternatives to guardianship. OAA funding supported the development

of the following materials: Lawyer 's Tool Kit for Health Care Advance Planning and

Spanish language versions of the video, brochure, and advance directive form: In Your

Hands: The Tools for Preserving Personal Autonomy created by the ABA Commission

on Law and Aging; Health Care Decision-Making and Protective Arrangements for

Incapacitated Persons training modules created by the AARP Foundation's National

Training Project; and the brochure Considering Guardianshipfor Someone You Care

About? Consider Mediation produced by The Center for Social Gerontology.

Money management programs also serve as an effective means to limit

unnecessary guardianships. These programs assist seniors who have difficulty managing

their financial affairs; they include help with bill paying and may assist with complex

tasks such as maintaining payroll records for personal attendants. In Massachusetts'

statewide program, areas agencies on aging work with AARP trained volunteers to help

over 1,000 low-income seniors maintain their independence. AoA's National Center on

Elder Abuse (NCEA) produced the report Daily Money Management Programs: A

Protection Against Elder Abuse.

We are also committed to protecting seniors under guardianship. Aging network

programs partner with courts to train guardians and court personnel, verify guardianship

plans and reports, visit wards, and serve as guardians. For example, the Indiana Long-

Term Care Ombudsman provides probate judges with brochures on long-term care for

distribution to newly appointed guardians, and the area agency on aging in West Palm
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Beach, Florida is working with the local court's Elder Justice Center to recruit volunteers

for a guardianship monitoring program. The Georgia Long-Term Care Ombudsman has

partnered with APS to train probate judges, and both programs report abuse by guardians

to the courts. NCEA recently collaborated with the ABA Commission on Law and Aging

to develop brochures for courts and aging network providers that highlight these and

other model collaborative efforts.

AoA supports the manner in which the GAO has addressed this important issue.

The findings reinforce our approach to protecting those under or in need of guardianship.

AoA is carrying out the GAO recommendation for HHS to "study options for compiling

data from Federal agencies and State agencies, such as adult protective services agencies,

concerning the incidence of elder abuse in cases in which the victim had granted someone

the durable power of attorney or had been assigned a fiduciary, such as a guardian or

representative payee...." This year NCEA will work with all State APS agencies to

determine the incidence of elder abuse reports and the characteristics of victims and

perpetrators. States will cite the number or percentage of perpetrators of elder abuse who

served as the victims' powers of attorney, guardians, or representative payees.

AoA agrees to explore "cost-effective pilot and demonstration projects" to

develop approaches for compiling guardianship data and to facilitate solutions for

interstate jurisdictional issues. HHS is the co-chair of the Federal Elder Justice

Interagency Working Group. We agree that HHS should serve on the interagency study

group charged with developing "options for improving interagency cooperation and

Federal-State cooperation in the protection of incapacitated elderly and non-elderly

people." AoA will provide additional guidance to ombudsman and other aging network

96-739 D-3
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programs on notifying courts and Federal agencies of substantiated abuse reports that

involve seniors who have guardians or representative payees.

Programs funded under the OAA provide legal representation to seniors under or

in need of guardianship and help courts to train and monitor guardians. The GAO

findings highlight the need for better coordination and information sharing between

governmental agencies and courts, and for more data collection.

I wish to thank the Chairman for convening and hosting this forum. We at AoA

look forward to working with Congress to address these and other issues that impact on

the lives of vulnerable-older Americans.
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Page Two
3uly 28,2004

filings in 1990. Subsequently, in 1996, serious abuses ofthc guardianship system reported in the
media led the Michigan Supreme Court to appoint a Task Force on Guardianship and
Conservatorship. Their charg! was to examine guardianship in Michigan and to mnake
recommendations for improvement The Task Force concluded that there are too many guardians
appointed in Michigan and mude recommendations to prevent unnecessary guardianships and to
provide some rgulation ofth: systensL As a result of tat report, several pieces of legislation
have been passed to encounig: altemnatives to guardianship. Other recommendations of the Task
Force regarding education anc other reforms have yet to be implemented

These efforts have not been al-e to eradicate the problems with Michigan's guardianship system
that have continued to surtce in the media and are well known to advocates working on behalf
of adults with disabilities and older citizens. The Court Watch Project was designed to address
these issues through an extexnive gathering of empirical data in four Michigan county probate
courts shows how the guardiaeship process is actually being conducted.

The enclosed report provides the results ofthis data-gathering effort and makes
recnmmendations about how 'he current guardianship system in Michigan might be improved.
We hope you will fod the res Jts of the Court Watch Project informative and illustrative of
efforts that have been taken aad efforts that need to be taken in order to enhance the effectiveness
of guardianships in Michigan. If you have any questions regarding this eporplefeelfeeto
contaent (24) 473-4104 p

VT yuours)

Ate ,Esq.
Director of Legal Services

cc: Senator Debbie Stabenow/ J
Senator Carl Lcvin
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Introduction

Altough the purpose of guardianship is management of another, we must
(r)ecogne guardianship for what it really is: the most intrusive, non-interest
serving impapsonal legal device known and available to us and as such, one
which minimizes pw-sonal autonomy and respect for the individual, has a high
potential for doing larm and raises at best a questionable benefitbuden ratio.
As such, it is a devixe to be studiously avoided." E.S. Cohen'

Guardianship is the legal process in which an individual is deemed incompetent to

make decisions regarding Ohe management of him/her self or his/her property and the

authority to make those decisions is transferred to another individual The use of

guardianship has spanmed centuries and until recently, received little scrutiny. Those who

have examined the guardimship process closely have begun to regard guardianship not as

a paternalistic mechanisif. to protect vulnerable individuals, but rather as the legal

removal of a person's basic civil and legal rights and as such, it is ftaught with the

potential for abuse and miswse Thus, careful consideration of the need for guardianship

and the exploration of alternatives is essential.

ii Michigan, guarianship reform began in 1974 when a new guardianship

statute, specifically for individuals with developmental disabilities, was passed as part of

the Mental Health Code. This law stated as its purpose, "to encourage the development of

maximum self-reliance and independence in the person.- A list of safeguards for

persons facing the imposition of guardianship was put into place including the right to

counsel, independent evaluations, a hearing, and a jury trial.rm A legal preference was

established for partial guardianships for specific decsions rather than full guardianship

over all possible life decirons.?' It specified that guardianship "shall be utilized only as
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is necessary to promote azd protect the well-being of the individual ... ." (Emphasis

added.)

In 1988, the Micgan legislatue followed this trend by enacting the Michigan

Guardiaship fom Adt covering the appointment of guardians for -legally

inc ed pasons"" This law covers any adult who does not fall under the label of

.deveopmcntal-disael -t mnd-ould include jpkwlup enIln s wand de adt

The changes made in tbis law were similar to the -Developmentally Disabled

Guardianship Statute in the Mental Health Code and included provisions that

guardianship appointments be made only to encourage "self-reliance and independence in

the persma"U

Despite these Cffort; to ensure no one bad a guardianship imposed unnecssariy,

Michigan's guardianship numbers increased steadily. In a 1990 national study of twenty-

two states, Michigan far eceeded the other states in numbers of guardianship petitions

filed. As of December 31. 2002, there were a total of 66,223 adults in the state of

Michigan who had a guardian or conservatnrr

Furthmoe, ther have been reports of serious iproprietes and abuses

connected to guardianship and conservatorship proceedings in Micha. For example,

in 1996, it was discovered that Guardian, Inc., a large Wayne County corporate guardian

with over 600 wards, wE:. found to be engaged in widespread financial and personal

exploitation of the people it was charged to serve. Employees of Guardian, Inc. bought

multiple fmusnal plots for individual wards, providing kickbacks to the participating

funeral homes Wards were removed from their homes and placed in nursing homes

while their homes and pe:-sonal belongings were sold for far less than their worth. or
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simply disappeared. One individual's home was sold for S500, to a relative of a

Guardian. Inc. officers The principals of Guardian Inc. were eventually convicted of

federal lony charges in r:lation to fraud and abuse of their wards and received prison

teams, but those convictios could not compensate the wards whose lives had been

devastated by e actions of those who had been legally chaged with making decisions in

their bet irestc rc

As a direct result of these reports, the Elder law and Advocacy Section of the

Michigan State Bar draled a resolution requesting the bfichigan Supreme Court to create

a task force on guardianships and conservatorships. In September of 1996 the

Representative Assembly Af the Michigan State Bar Association unanimously adopted

the resolution. Other organizations and advocacy groups also contacted the Court to

support the idea. I November of 1996, the Michigan Supreme Cout officially created

the Task Force on Guardianships and Conservatorships. Its mission was stated as the

followig-

The Task Force ont Guardianships and Conservatorships will examine how the
judiciary, legislature. and executive branch agencies can better protect the
interests of those far whom guardianship or conservatorship is sought The Task
Force will initiate is work with a review of the recommendations of the Michigan
Adult Services Task Force. The Task Force will recommend changes in court
rules and management policies, statue and make other recommendations as
appropriate to impiove the ability of trial courts to protect the rights and interests
of those unable to protect thenselves, while maximizing the indeendenc of
individuals in need of pratecton

The Court appointed 25 people to the Task Force with the Honorable Phillip E.

Harter, Chief Judge of the Calhoun County Probate Court, as chairperson. Represented

on the Task Force were probate court judges, probate court registers and staff membas,

both houses of the Michigan Legislature, relevant executive bhanch agencies, several
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advocacy groups, the State Bar Association, academi, and members of the probate bar.

In July of 1992, the Task Force published the following final eleven recommendations,

adopted mmnmouslyi

Recommendations im How to Reduce Umnces Petitions for (Ouardianshins
and ConVorh&

Recommendation 1:
Each count) should establish a local resource for citizens to help assess

issues outside the p: obate court system, and to assist in developing altematives to
guardianships and cxnservatorships.

Recommendation 2:
Existing stautory provisions for medical treatnent decisions are

inadequate or not recognized by many, and therefore, legislation should be
explored.

Recommendation 3
A broad eduation effort emphasising the presumption of competency and

alternatives to gualanship should be targted particularly at hospitals, nursing
homes, and other medical or psychological personel.

Recommendation 4
Statutes ancourt rules should be changed so as to clarify that decisions of

patient advocates heve priority over all other substantive decision makers.

Recommendations -n How to Reduce Unnueesar Anintmaits of Guardians
and Conservators.

Recommendation 5
Probate Court forms used for petitioning the court for, and ordering the

appointment, of a gArdian or conservator should be amended so as to provide for,
respectively, more screening information and-separate findings on functional
capacity and the nevessity for the appointmen

Recommendation 6.
Guardians id litcui should include information evaluating functional

capacity in their investigations and reports to the court, and should recommend
the use of mediaticn services to resolve disputes, which may come up over the
terms of a prospective guardianship.

Recomimendation 7:
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Judges sod have thei initial mandatory training supplemented with

inswrction on cogilve and physical impairments, mental illness, and the
process, and shouic periodically be required to receive su quent training whi
both refreshes old standards and introduces new issues.

Reomedtons .,n How to Better Manaze Guardianshivs and Conservatorships

Recommendation S:
Minimum ethical standards for professional guardians and professional

conservtrS shouk: be promulgated and enforced.

Those court; filing to follow statutory and court Tule requirements should
be compelled by th, Supreme Court to comply.

Recommendation 1 D.
Statutes, ccurt rales, fbibew and practice should be changed so as to

require the court to review the annual accountings of guardians and conserators,
order bonds or restictions in relation to property and estates, and confirm both the
decisions to sell real estate and the salC price

Recommendation 1 1:
Courts should incres the recruitment of volunteer guardians, and more

guardians who are sat-agcncy-funded-and-monitored should be provided as
guardians of last resortw'

The recommendatuns ae geared toward reducing guardianship appointments as

well as providing more protection from abuse and more opportunity for independence for

tose who have guardians.

Coinciding with th work of the Task Force were legislative actions that reflected

attitude and public policy changes about individuals with disabilities and guardianship.

In 1996, person-ceitered planning was written into the Mental Health Code as a

requirement for al recipieits of mental health serviaes.- Person-ntered planning is

defined as 'a process of planning for and supporting an individual that honors the

individuals preferences, choices and abilities"." The prsn-centered-planning process
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assumes that al people havit preference regardless of their level of disability. Through

hisi process, the person's peieces are determined by any method possible In some

cases observations of the individual's behavior by those closest to them are used to

determine preferences. Stch prefErences are then honored as long as they are not

harrif2l to the individual2 Person-centered planning is also considered a guiding

principle for the eldery and disabled.Xo The Public Health Code has long mandated that

people who are elderly and disabled take part in their own treatment pLans.d' It is now

the policy of the hfichigan Deparqnent of Community Health that "services need to be

consmamrdriven and may also be consumer-runa. This policy supports the broadest range

of options and choices fkr consumers in services It also supports consumer-rn

programs which empower consumers in decision-making with regard to their own

services.

As the law and prlicy established r p lig and individual's

rights to make decisions about their support options, Self-Determination Iniiatives began

to emerge in Michigan. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation provided fnding to 19

sttes, including hfichigan, for Self-Detrmination Initiative demonstration projects. The

projects are intended to challenge the almost total control that public finders and

providers have over the IM choices of individuals with disabilities and their families.

Individuals with disabilitiez and their famlies have little or no say about which providers

are to supply services or what those services should be. Chaning, this imbalance of

power and control is the goal of self-determination. Decision-making by the consumer is

key to this effot Obvious y, appointing a guardian to make decisions for the consumer

can defeat this procec
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However, asserting that each individual should make their own decisions doesn't

negate each individual's rced for help, assistance and support Families, friends, and

professional agencies all work together to give this support. Courts are now

acknowledging that these. supports can negate the need for guardianship. Although

Mfichigan courts have not onsidered this issue, the Iowa Supreme Court has recognized

that outside supports for al: individual may negate the need for guardianship.

In making a detemination as to whether a guardianship should be established...
the court must cositder the availability of third party assistane to meet a ...
proposed ward's need for such necessities xu

National policy-riakes have also reiterated that support should negate

guardianship. Tom Nemey, Executive Director of the Center for Self-Determination has

stated:

We have to reect the very idea of incompcitncre We need to replac it with the
idea of 'assisted campetence. This will include a range of supports that will
enable individuals 'with cognitive disabilities to receve assistance in decision-
making that will preserve their Tights xx-

Stanley S. Herr, Professor Iaw, University of Maryland School of Law has

studied guardianship laws Over the world. He stats:

A number of wounicies have adopted new legislation in recnt years to minimie
the use of guardia-ship, to impose only its least restrictive alternatives, and to
intrce other inrovations... The imposition of guardianship posed important
ethical, legal and ;xactical problems for the disability rights community. . . The
ethical questions bixvolve ideas of patermalism, lirty, prevention of harm and
exploitation, benekcence, and the power zelationships between guardian and
ward. Finding better answers will implicate vital principles of self-determination,
inchiding freedom, authority, support and msponsibilityu

Thus, courts and p~licy-makers all over the country are exploring alternatives to

guardianship that include tie combined support of friends, finily and professionals as a
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way to avoid guardianship imposition in order to preserve th choices of

individuals with disabilities

Other Michigan legislative elfbt have continued this trend. The Estates and

Protected Individuals Code (PIC) was adopted, effective April 1, 2000, replacing the

Revised Probate Code. ThI Probate and Estate Planning Section of the State Bar began

this effort This Section spent eight yews to simplify, modernize and ensure interstate

uniformity of the Probate! Code, culminating in Senate introduction of "The Estate

Settlement Act". The Elde- Law and Advocacy Section of the State Bar, joined by other

disability organizations, suggested language changes to ensure that recent reforms were

protected and promoted. Specifically, they wanted to ensure consistency with the 1988

Guardianship Reform Act Also, in light of the recent guarianship scandals reported by

the media and the resultt Supreme Court Task Force, they wished to assure the new law

reflected consistency with the Task Force's recommendations.

Finally, EPIC was Passed and its changes regarding guardianship help to promote

the dignity of adults who are subject to guardip or conservatorship. One provision

provides that a guardian shall consult his/her ward about major decisions whenever

meaningful communication is possible.m" The Act also establishes a clear and

convincing evidence standard for the imposition of a conservatorship2" Although this

standard bas existed for guardianships, it bas never been established before for

coIservatorships. EPIC (stablishes the right to the same due process protections for

conservatorship proceedings as exist for guardianiship." It also includes provisions for

a limited conservatOrship.'a
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In 2001, the Micmhia legislature passed new guardianship statutes under EPIC

as a response to the Micbigum Supreme Court Task Force recom n .obese bills

include that

• Two separate findings must be made on the record to gant a guardianship:
a) the individual is an 'incapacitated individual" and b) imposition of
guardiansb#- is NECESSARY to provide for the individual's needs.

O Guardians jid Litem must assess cases for whether alternatives are

o All guardian must visit their wards at least every 3 months.

O A power of attorney for health care take precedence over a subsequently
appoited gurdian over health carem

a A guardian ;hall serve a copy of the annual report on the ward and all
othcr intumd persow

o A conservatur shall serve a copy of the inventory on the protected person,
regardless ol' the individual's presumed mental capacity to undrstad it,
and upon all other interested persons.

o A guardian cannot sell real property without a hearing and court order.

o A guardian nust consult the ward about important decisions.

The trend in all tese refom efforts is twofold: First, to stop unnecessary

guardianships from being imposed, thus maximzng independence and self-

determination of all Micligan ciizens second, to ensure that vulnerable people who have

had ianship, imposed dre not sbject to financial and emotional abuse as evidenced

by cases reported in Michigan in recent years

All of these efforti have contributed to resolving guardianship problems in

Mihigan. However, the most t recommendations of the Supreme Court Task

Force remain undone. No agencies or organizations have stepped forward to inidate
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staewide efforts at educatin about the necessity for guardianship and alternatives to

guardianship. There have dIso been no efforts to systemically create resources in each

county that would assess We need for guardianship and assist in Breating alternatives

before the petitions arm filed in land cous A few individual counties have made efforts

along these recommendatiens and the results in these communities are being closely

watched

In addition, there has been a lack of research in Michigan as to what happens in

the courts at guardianship leaings, what problems can be identfied in the guardianship

system, and what idaons can be made to improve the guardianship system

In 2000, Michigan Protection and Advocacy Semce, Inca (MPAS) embarked on a

collaborative effort with the Developmental Disabilities Institute at Wayne State

University (DDI) and the Wayne State University Law School to study the cuirent state

of guardianship in Mkiga This study sought o address the issues and

recommendations of the Stpeme Court's Task Force by gathering data in four Michigan

county probate courts (Wayne, Oakland, Macomb. and 0enesee) as to how the

guardianship process is actually being conducte& Trained courtroom observers

ultimately sat through alnxst 260 guardianship hearings, subsequently reviewed all of the

available probate files for each of those hearings, and finally attempted to contact the

pefitioner in a sample of cases for a phone interview. The data collected was then

analyzed by researchers at DDI to answer questions about the guardianship process. This

report provides informatio, on the current state of guardianship in Michigan and offers

recommendations as to b6w what we now know about guardianship can be used to
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improve to gu hp in Mficigan so that it will not fail th vulnerable

citizens it was designed to :motect

Method

Six sub-questions wen foamulated to ffill the aim of the study, namely:

I. What is the relative frequency of specific guardianship decisions by

participant's tnxe of disabil Does the likelihood of a specific decision

vary by cowmty ifhearWig?

2. Does the pre c of an attorney for the respondent influence guardianslip

decisions?

3. Does the invowement of a guardian ad litem (GAL) infee the decision to

award fbil guaritiahip?

4. Are there relialle differences in the rat of appointment of full guardianship

by the presen cabsence of specific members of the cout (Le, the respondenL

the responden's attmey, the GAL)? Might this difference vary by the

category of disab

S. Wbat are the primary roDs that petitioners cite for fling for guardianship?

6. What constitutes 'best practice' in term of ensuring due process in making a

guardianp decision?

The sample for ths study was drawn from the dockets of judges aaoss fouw

Michigan counties: Ge , Maoomb, Oakland, and Wa Ca eswere sampled from
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12 judges across the four counties. All cases involved guardianship decisions, either

regarding individuas who are legally i d (n = 223), or individuals with a

developmental disability (Lr - 27) (nine cases are missing it ers as to whether they

involve individuals with a egally incapacitating condition or a developmental disability).

The total sample of courroom cases observed was 259 (N = 259), divided across the four

counties (Genesee=n =P60,1 omb n = 53A 0 and n 76, Wayne, n=_S two cases did

not have county identifiecs). Data for the study was collected in three phases fiom

courtroom observation, cout files, and telephone surveys.

In phase one, couttroom observation, in situ coding followed a protocol (see

appcndix) whereby observss noted the presence or absence of specific persons and their

actions during the procee-ing. Law students from the Wayne State University Law

School and research assisnts at the Michigan Ptotection and Advocacy Society, Inc.

(MPAS, Inc) gathered the courtroom data In phase two, court files for the previously

observed courtroom cases were reviewed. Assistants frtm MPAS, Inc systematically

requested all the files representing the fuil sample of cases observed, and they were able

to obtain files for 83.4% (i. = 216) of the court-obsewved cases. The missing cases were

distributed evenly across three of the four counties sampled (Genesee n = 4, Macomeb n =

7, Oakland n = 24, Wayne n = S). Oaldand County's elevated number of missing cases

was due to later courtroom observations (15 additional cases) carried out to corroborate

early findings farn data walysis. All court files were reviewed using a checklist and

content analysis procedurt whereby the presence or absence of specific documents and

information within the files was tallied (see appendix). Phase three involved telephone

interviews with a sample cf individual petitioners for guardianship. Researchers from the
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Developmental Dimbiliti :Intitute at Wayne State end MPAS, Inc conducted the

interviews. The names anc. telephone numbers of individul peitioners for guardianship

were culled fium the cour: files, and these individuals were asked to complet a brief

survey over the telephone. The sunvey consisted of questions assesing the type of

guardrmship sough, reasns for seeking gr iand the referral sourco(s) tha

recommended the individual file for guardianship (see appendix). Cat for s

for seeking guardianship were created fiom a list of categories generated by two separate

rats Reason for seeking: guadianship was cazeoried separately by two raters, and a

third rat resolved differeces in category coding. Final intrater ageemnt (kappa)

was above 0.80. indicating that this was a reliable system of coding. For numerous

reasons, including confidtality invoked by institutions, lawyers, and social workers,

and the mobility of the sarple, researchers were only able to contact approximately 40%

(D .94) of the sample, *nd of those contacted, approximately one-third refused the

survey. Therefore, 64 petidoners completed the telephone survey. Fifty-nine (n=S59) of

the telephone swreys invoved persons who are legally Incapacitated, and the remaining

five cases involved individuals with a developmental disability. Of the 64 surveys, 62

indicated at least one reason for seeking guardianship.

Daft Limitations

Though the data reported here were collected so as to allow for generalization

both vwthin and across cou:ties, and to suggest possible statewide educational initiatives

and policy recommendations, two cautions should be noted in interpreting the findings.

First, a limited number ofjudges was sampled from each county and this may introduce

some bias into the data wet, inasmuch as the judges sampled may not have been
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representative of all judges anling an guardianship cases in the county. More confident

predictions can be made f&rm the full data set, and/or from counties in which multiple

judges were sampled, parti-ularly Wayne County, in which five judges were sampled.

Second, the limited participation in the telephone survey prevents confideily

genealizing firmi the results obtained from this sample. However, the responses

obtained do provide data firm which to generate fiture hypotheses and suggest additional

lines of research for futurt studies. With these cautions in mind, the majority of the

reported results focus on :ross-county (whole sample) phenomena, while a minority

tagd issues that may be of concern to particular counties.

- ~~~~~~~Findines

The findings from the study are organized by research qluestion

Question # 1: What is the relative frequency of specific guardianship decisions by

participant's type of disabily? Does the licelihood of a specific decision vary by county

of hearing?

Overall, the vast majority of decisions (>70%) were for full guardianship, with

less than 4% of all requests for guardianship being denied. Table I presents the results

for al guardianship decis-ons by type of disability. The frequency of obtaining full

guardianship varied by the disability of the respondent. Those individuals with a

developmental disability (DD) were less likely (odds ratio (OR) = 0.64)1 than those

individuals with a Legally Incapacitating aLP) condition to be assigned full

1 The definition of an odds ratio is the ratio of occurrence of one
condition divided by the ratio of occurrence of a second condition. An
odds ratio greater then one indicates a greater likelihood of. the event
occurring, and an odd:: ratio of less than one indicates a decreased
likelihood of the event occurring (relative to the comparison
condition).
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guardianship, though the chi-square test of these Requences did not reach significance.

Individuals with a developmental disability wer more than five times as likely (OR

5.86) as those with LIP status to be assigned limited guardianship, and this chi-square

was highly significamn t =! .004). There were no situations in which a petitioner for an

individual with DD was. awarded temporary guardinship Decisions involving

individuals with DD were Almost equally as likely as decisions inolving LIP individuals

to be delayed to allow for medical or mental health evaluations (OR = 1.14), though the

small sample size involved (Le., only one case involving a developmentally disabled

individual continued for such an evaluation) precludes drawing any firm conclusions

regarding reasons for such delays.

Table 2 presents tlb guardianship decisions by county. Across all four counties,

decisions for limited and temporary guardianship accounted for only 2-21% of all

outc omes. These results indicate that while guardianship decisions are most likely to end

in a decision for full guarianship, it is important to examine what other factors might

lessen this likelihood. In this sample, county itself was an important factor. Wayne

County, with the smallest proportion of DD cases, (3.1%) had the highest rate of grunting

limited or temporary guarcianship (4ro). These results ae counterintuitive, given that

those individuals with a developmental disability are more likely to be placed under

limited or temporary guardiansip and that Wayne County had the lowest proportion of

these cas sampled. Whil. this may initially look to be the result of the limited number

of judges sampled in the other three counties, pooling the sample and comparing all

counties to Wayne County results mn a very consistent picture: every other county awards

limited or temporary guardianship in less than 25% of ass. Thus the granting of full
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guardianship appears to be i fimction of both the type of disability represented in the case

and the county of hearing

Question # 2: Does the presence of an atney for the respondent influence

gardianship decisions?

The presence of en attorney for the respondent, per se, did not predict a

significantly greater likelihood of the granting of limited or temporary guardinbip.

However, when the actions of the respondent's attorney were entered into a logistic

regression, the greater the level of pro-respondent activity in which the attorney engaged,

the more likely it was that the decision would be for less than full guardianship. Pro-

respondent activity included the following actions: presenting evidence supporting the

respondent, presenting wn-testimonial evidence, cross-examinin the pemtioner's

witness, and challenging nun-testimonial petitioner evidese As indicated in Table 3, as

pro-respondent attorney actions increased, the likeliood of a full guardianship decision

decreased significantly. These findings indicate that it is not merely the presence of

representation, but the actiites associated with representation that matter in limiting the

likelihood of a decision for: full guardianship.

It is also of note ti2a less flaquent gnoting of fMl guardianship occurred with

similar frequency acoss individuals with different types of disabilities who had

representation. So, for insianoe, among those individuals with a developmental disability

who had representation, te rate of full guardianship was approximtely sity pereent

(60%), while for individuls who were legally incapacitated and had representation, the

rate for full gua&daship was about fifty-five percent (54%A). Taken together ths
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inding indicate that the presence and quality of represntation positively predict the

likelihood of a less-than-full guadianship decision for individuals fiom either disability

category-

Question 3: Does the involvement of a guardian ad litem (<AL) influence the

decision to award full guar6ianship?

The guardian ad Eunt (GAL) is a court appointed guardian who saves to

represent the intests of thi respondent in recommending the appropriate type and scope

of guardianship, as well cs whether mediation versus judgment should be sought in

obtaining a guardianship d&cision. The specific duties of the GAL which were assessed

included visiting the respo-dent, explaining the meaning of a guardianship appounent,

explaming to the respondent their rights (including the right to attend the heaing and the

right to a juy trial), and informiug the respondent of the person or persons seeking

guardianship (these actions ogether compose the GAL index). Thus, in theory, the GAL

serves as the primary souroe: of information in the enactment of due process, ensuring that

The respondent is informec of the proceedings about to take place and fitating the

respondent's farther actionc regarding the guardianslup proceedings.

There are two obsevations that are of note when examining fhe effect of GAL

activity on judge decision,4naking. The first is that there was a large discrepancy

between the observed data lhat the GAL shared in court and the data at was presented

in the court file. In all cses ahe file reflected a more pro-respondent stance than the

deonosurated court behlavicr of the GAL. For instance, according to courtroom data, the

GAL reported that the respondent desired to attend the courlnxn proceedings in less
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than two pece of all GaL Coversely, in the court files, more than thirty-five

(35%) of all respondevU eaqmessed an interest in atending the proceedings.

Additionally, in hree out o:four oher action categories, couroom observation indicated

that GALs completed their duties about half the tme, whilc in the file review the GALs

mndicated that they oompleted these duties over ninety peren of the time (see Table 4).

The second obsesatioai-that GAL action did not predict sienificant vaeince in

guardianship outcome. I light of the abovemcationed discpancies, the finding tht a

composite index of GAM, courtroo actions did not predict full verms limited

guardianship is not supiskg

Question # 4: Are there reliable differcnces in the rate of appointment of full

guardianship by the presence/absence of specific members of the court (i.e., the

respondent, dte 'spondan ' attorney, the GAL)? blight this differmoc vary by the

category of disability?

Though presence or absence of specific members of the court may, in some cases,

be a necessary condition foz the balanced consideration of guardianship, it is by no means

sufficient Analyses completed with this data set indicate that it is actions taken by

specific officers of the court versus their mre presence that predict variance in

guardianship decisions. s stated earlier, the men prece of an attorney does not

itself, predict variance in qadipnsbip decisions, while attomey action does predict such

variance. Similarly, the hsngth of time to a judge's decision did not predict outcome

above and beyond the prediction afforded by the judge's actions withi that time. As

indicated in Table 5, the more comprehensive the judge's actions (ie., asking about the
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responde's view on the meis of the case, explaining the basis for his decision) the

more likely it was tbat a decision other than full guardianship was rendered. Fnally, the

presence of the respondent in court had a powerful effect on guardianship decisions.

Even afer controlling foi lean of hearing, the presence of the respondent had an

independent effect on the pmdiction of the outcome. Table 6 indicates that a decision for

fI guardianship was significantly less likely when the'respondent was present than when

absent-OR .39).

Tbe limited sample of idividuals with a developmental disability prohibits more

sophistic atedanalyses-abcta-e independent effect of di-sln-lity type on guardianihip

outcome. As stated priously. cross-tabulations indicated that the disability of the

respondent had an efct on the guardianship deciion. and frequency analyses indicated

that 85% of respondents vAh a developmental disability had an a1Iomey present, while

only 7.3% of respondenti who were legally incapacitated had an attorney present

Similarly, 85% of respondents with a developmental disability were present in the

coutroom as compared to 17.8% ofthe respondets who were legally incapacitated.

In order to examie the eect of length of earing by respondent disability on

guardianship dcons, t4ests wve conducted. Results indicated that there was a

sgnificant diffe= in length of time by disability category. Specificall, guardianship

decisions involving a pern with a developmental disability took significantly more time

than decisions involving a person who was legally incapacitated (6410 minutes vsus 3-5

mines, respectively). Mile this finding points to possible diffaences in process

(judge, atorney, and/or GAL actions) that could result in difrential decisions about

guardianship, it is not possble to idetfy which processes are independent of one another
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and therefore which one(s) are driving the observed effect. ldentifying the specific

actions of judges imd attoeys by the disability of the respondent would allow for mom

appropriate generpalzationi about what types of actions determine guardianship

outcomes.

Questiox # 5: Whai are the primary reasons that petitioners cite for filing for

guardianship?

Only completed ierviews in which there was inter-rater agreement were

examined to address this question (51/62 cases, kappa = 0.82). nhe most flequendy

endorsed reason for seekig guardianship was to aid in medical decision-making, or to

ce medical care (30/Si cases, 59%). Two other concerns, finances and general care,

tied for the second most fireutly cited reason (n - 17/51, 33%/A). The final category of

"Other reasons was endo-sed six times. Examples of reasons that were coded in the

"Other" category included legal decision-making without clear consequence for the

respondent (such as disposing of property after death), a family's desire to retain

guardianship after another family member with guardianship rights died, and a family

gaining guardianship because they just thought we should do so." One third of

telephone survey respondents cited multiple reasons for seeking guardianship (17/51,

33%). Taken together these results indicate that it is often multiple concens that drive

the decision to seek guardianship, though the most pressing concern seems to involve

medical decision-making Given that the vast majority of individuals responding to the

survey were petitioning for guardianship for a legally incapacitated person, the

preponderance of medical :oncemns is not surprising.
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Question # 6: Wbat constittes 'best practice' in teams of COUring due process in

making a guardianship decision?

Ensuring due proes appears to involve the coordinated cfforts of multiple

officers of the courLt Trnely and pro-active effort by the GAL to both ensure the

attendazce of respondents and to infrm rsondents Of thei rigts is a first step in

saffguarding due process The discrepauqy between couroom observation data and

court file data indicates that this first line of advocacy may be somewhat compromnised-

Methodical case consideradon by the judge, incuding inquiry into the status of the

respondent and the respondent's wishes, and explmon for the final decision, is a

powerfl predictor of outcne and us seves as an indicator of due process. This holds

true even after length of baring is controlled, in indicating that specific actions are

driving this effct A to advocacy for e wisb of the client is impot, as it was

atorney actien, not simpk. attorney presence, tbat predicted varance in guardianship

decisions Hang an aonmey that presents testimony in favor of the respondents

positon and challenges kesimony from the petitioner inreascs the respondent's

likelihood of achieving his/her desired outcome. Coordinated efforts to educate all

involved persons (GAL, attorney, judge) are necessary to ensure that due process is

observed on a continuing basis.
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Conclusions

The majority o:. petitions for guardianship are filed because of medical

concems and, inmany cases, lack of knowledge about medical alternatives to

guardianship by petitioners and medical proiers. Indeed, interviews with

petiioners indicAted; `ne nursing home told me to go to court;" the hospital

hwula -ilemeiii Usm mrim i;pwvas-ob libed;"le-"nurs sltsbe

thought guardiaship was better than power of attomrey," the nursing home

"wanted her to obtain it if she wanted to carry out her wishes of no life

support;" the "Iospital told me they wouldn't accept a power of attorney,"

they were told that guardianship "would allow nursing home placement" It is

apparent that ilt many cases neither petitioners nor medical providers are

aware of medicvl alternatives to g ip and rights of individuals to use

those alternatives.

2 Other petitions are filed for financial, general care and "other" reasons. These

petitioners, too, indicated lack of knowledge about the requirements for this

process: "I warted a divorce and they told me I would be able to control the

money [if I go: guardianship instead]; "Apartment Management would not

force her & he mother out of the low-income housing complex;" "Social

Security recommended she obtain guardianship for ease of decision-making

for husband," ff guardianship is granted, it could help her make the decision

as to whether sle should get sterilization".
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3. Interviews showed many peFitioners did not have knowleg about types of

guardianshp - Le. partial v. full: I had no idea there was [sic] differett

types;" -Knew nothing about guardianship. iled petition and got what he

got;" I didn't know what to apply for"; "no idea;, lhey just gave it to me. I

just told them what I wanted to prevent;" "Just asked for guardianship - did

not specify the type;, 'Went for full and was granted - no specific

explanation."

4. The more pro-ative judges and attorneys are at guardianship hearings, the

less likely a person will have a full guardian appointed. Specifically, if the

judge inquies into the status of the respondent and the respondent's wishes,

and gives an explanation for the final decision, the individual is significantly

less likely to have a fMl guardianship imposed. And, if attorneys present

testimony in favor of the individual's position and challenge testimony from

the petitioner, there is a significantly less likelihood of having fill

guadansh imposed-

5. If a respondent is present at the heaing there is significantly less likelihood

that a full guard:anship will be ordered.

6. There was a larqe discrepancy between what was reported in the file, and what

the GAL's pocsunted in court Specifically, while the files showed that 35%

of individuals erpressed an interest in being in court for their hearing, this was

only reported in court 2% of the timea Also, although courtroom observation
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indicated that GAL's completed their other duties about half the time, (such as

visiting the indvidual and aminiteir t ighs,) the fie review indicated

the GAL's compdled these duties over ninety pert of the time-

Regaimmlitstions

1.ic Altiough ftie Suprnne Court Task Force on Guardianshp and

Conservatorshi made recommendations that comprehensive education about

alternatives to guardianship is needed, no fumds bave been apopriated for

this effort and no cancentrated, statewide education effort bas ever been

It as beean shown again in this report that the reasons people seek

guardianship aa often because they or the people advising them are not aware

of alternatives or their rights to those alternativ. Education about

altunatives to guardianship for disability provider organizations, health care

providers, school systems, and the public needs to be reinforced by a

concentrated slat plan with funds to cany it out Among others, the

Department of Community Health, the Office for Services on Aging, the

Family Bndpdnce Agency, and advocacy organizations should be key

players in this effort

2. Education Caoent Specific alternatives that should be taught include person-

centered plannirg, durable powers of attorney, and fimily consent policies.

Alth1oug almost all bospitals have fimily consent policies, some medical staff

are not aware cf them and recommend families take their loved ones to court
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to obtain powecs they already have under te medical providers policies.

Other medical irovider martal health agencies, and schools may also have

informal family consent policies, but they are not univerally implemented.

Some of these providers do not have family consent or power of attorney

policies because they are not aware they are viable options. These providers

may be under the impression that guardianship is the only form of surrogate

decisio-making that is legally acceptable. The development of formal family

consent and other surrogate decision-making policies and their

implementationineeds to be encouraged Model policies should be developed

and offered as pet of the education efforts about alternatives.

In addition, the importance of the legislative requirement to make separate

findings of -incapacity" and "necessity" should be emphasized in educational

materials. Presmably, the reason for the added emphasis of this requirement

by the legislatire was that many guardianships in the past were awarded

solely on the basis of incapacity, and necessity was not considered. In these

cases, even though the person was legally "incapacitated", alternatives outside

guardianship were sufficient to get the individual the services and supports

they needed without guardianship. As an example, an individual may not be

able to make zmedical decisions, but the medical providers are willing to

accept the family's authorization for services and there is no need for

guardianship. Or, a power of attorney is in effect that would negate the need

for guardianwsip. Specifically, attorneys and GAL's should be aware of the

requiremient for necessity under the statute and be knowledgeable about
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alteratives so ttey cam zealously advocate, when possile, for less intrusin

than guardianship into an individual's life-

3. Single Point Lantyr Althugh the Supreme Court Task Force also

1hat each county should establish a local resource for all

ci=IS to be able to resolve the need for gurdinship issues, again no

concerted effort iizie beeanrdtten. There sfoddie-wresource-in-every

county that has infoDration about alteratv to gudianship and be able to

provide resources to people in their area lt is clear that the flow of petitions

needs to be mapped before they get to the courthouse by providing

inmation to people tbat they can use to resolve issues without guardianship.

Again, a statewide edction effint to establish such resources is needed,

including writ 2 infotion resources. This effort should be impl _nted

with, among others, the Department of Community Health, Office on Services

to the Aging. th. Family Independene Agency, and advocacy organ ions.

4. Legislation Legislative reform has met with more success thai other

mecom medtio s of the Task Force. Important legislation has been passed

since the Task Force report in the Estates and PrtWcted Individuals Code,

This includes :larification that a patient advocate takes precedence over

guardiainsip; tl e requirement of separate court findings on the record of

capaci and nwcssity in order to appoint guardiaznship, reuients that

GAL's must determine if altematives exist and advise limited powcn;

reuirement that a professional guardian may only be appointed if no one els
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is willing to sare; a requirement that guardians must visit the individual every

3 months However, more needs to be done. A family consent statute which

most other staes have would be very helpfal, a clarification of guardian's

rights in end-of-life decision making, and more ethical standards for

professionl guardians ar some of the issue that still need to be addressed In

addition, since none of the changes so far have been made in the Mental

Health Code hat covers guardianship for individuals with developmental

disabilities, conparable changes need to be made there.

S. Courts: This information should be disseminated to judges, attorneys, and

GAL's involvexi in the guardianship process. Judges and other court officials

ule inteested in assuring the rights of individuals in their courts, and such

information ma-, be useful in their practice. Specifically, it would be valuable

to judges and atorneys to know that the more active their own participation in

the process, the less likelihood of full guardianship appointments. It is also

valuable to khow that when the respondent is in court, there is also less

ljkelihood of fM guardianship appointments. Perhaps more efforts could be

made to assure the respondents who wish to attend their bearings are able to

do so.

This report identifies that there is a continued need for guardianship reform in

Miigan. Just as supports have evolved since the 70's to assist people with disabilities

to participate in education, employment, housing and other community opportunities,

supports are now evolving to assist people in decision-maldng. Assisted living" has

replaced institution livim, and Rsupported employment" bas provided more job
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opportuities. The concep of sistied compeence" now cowtnus the ev ion tha

enles people with disabi.ties and the elderly the diguity and freedom to de-eop and

paicipam in the lives hy want ad choose. 'Assisted competenoe" mea careful

consideration of supports from frinds, family and profssionals tbat can provide

assistanoc to individu he use of these suppors and other a lernives to guardiasip

can help preserve the rghls and diguity of Michigan citizens.
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4De~n ; 2 A:
Data Tables

Table 1: Guardianship Decision by Disability Type (N 251) 2

Disability I D Full Limited Tmp. MDHI 'Oft?
E luafiion

________ _________ gn_ (4.2 ) I 3 (18.9)
DD 0/27 17/27 6127 0/27 1127 4127

.,____ (0.0) (53.0) =2)2. _0.0) (3.7 _4.8)

Total 5/242 1731242 16/241 9/241 3/241 45n243
__1) _ _ 1 . (6.O (37) (3.3) (18.5)

Note: Numbers in penbtses represent Percentages by cel.

2 T= were 9 ibcomplet ci.e, no dsabit code avd in fth daust Thoe cas bm bee
deleted fiom thi ulysis.
5This caegy includes hearings cued for vaioureasces, cg., to iWlade respsset, to include ant
unmey for the rspcmdcnt. wd 410so ildes dimnaicotdinp by th cowt observer. Ihis catego is

nos mually oex*n of ote categoris and as sucb toe seal cowl may exceed te toal mnber of cases
sepeseied in each &rdiaty Sp.

Table 2: Guardianship Decision by County (N = 249)

- ~~~~~Decision

Counly IDenied Full Limited T Other
Gienesee 1/57 45/57 1/57 0/57 11/57

(1.9) _(78 9) (1.8) (0.0) (193)

Macomb 1/52 40/52 6/51P 1/51 5/52
(1.9) _(69) (I11.8) a)(9.6)

0/75 5717S i/5 2/75 15/76
(0.0) (76.0) (13) (27) (19.7)

Wayne 6/65 34/65** S/65 6/65* 17/65
(92) (523) (123) (92) (26.2)

Total 8i249 176i249 16/249 91249 4U/249
(3.2) _(7Q7) (6.4) (3.6) (19.3)

* 1 <.05

p <.01
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Table 3: Guardianship Decision (D vs. Other) Predicted by Attorney Action

p <.05

Table 4: Discrepancy Between GAL Action duinog Courtroom Obseration and

File Review

Observation File

Activity N % Ycs N % Yes

Resp. wants to auend 177 1.1 60 36.7

Rev. wants cousel 200 3.0 41 36.6

Made a visit 186 78.5 170 97.6

Explained guadanship 183 47.0 140 94.3

ExAinedrights 183 43.7 146 932

Told name of proposel 1SO 50.0 147 94.6
Iguardian I _ _
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Table 5: Guardianship 11%xison (Full vs. Other) Predicted by Judges' Actions and

Hearing Length

* P< .05

Table 6: Guardianship Recision (Full vs. Other) Predicted by Respondent Presence

and Hearing Length
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Observations Summary -Cbarts

ffM Number in parenth~em are number of occurrences (raw data).
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